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One of the most enduring j J

and entertaining of English comedies I
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22—26 April Canberra Theatre
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Need a
j

place i

'live?
i

Housing Online
j

? A list of accommodation from the private rental market, updated weekly by the

ANU Housing Referral Service on the World Wide Web (accessible from the

ANU Home Page) at http://www.anu.edu.au/admin/housing/accom.html.
? Lists landlords' properties if they are available to students and one bus ride

from ANU.

? Also includes sections for share accommodation wanted and available.

Housing Referral Service
? Acts as a broker to assist students and staff to find private rental

accommodation.

?

Apply to the service and receive free advice and assistance negotiating with

landlords and real estate agents.
j

Contact Details
j

Contact the Housing Referral Service by phone on 243 3185 (73 185
internal), fax I

on 249 0737 (0737 internal), or by email to HRS.Housing@anu.edu.au. I

Brought to you by University Accommodation Services I
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misfortune

\1 T^e army wantsyou. The question
; is, do you want it? ANU Student „

i

;vV, Patrick Taylor gives a personal-:,
f

'
-

. account of his experiences as a \

^^^j^$e^0ieseriv^ 'recruit^^u^'^
'

|j|J^^

,

v. .
?

-

T /t Do you run in terror when you see

someone selling Socialist Worker?

Do you think that the the young :y

r: v.,v Nationalists are a bunch of
lv? narrow-minded roo-shootin' gits?

Nell Skinner and Melissa Kent

discover that student politicians ; ,

are people too.

1 fi Most students couples can't stay
- | together for more than six months.

-

/ f-r\ So why do some commit to
,

- eachother for a, lifetime? Jessica

k/ Coates investigates. J]y-

':'.5 ... '/ttSfrdS

COVer: This issue's cover was

created using Katie's mum's

wedding dress, Stephen's sister's

veil, Ben Reese's top hat, ,

;

Stephen's formal gear and the

^ students of English 1001.

photo: James Painter J

^

1989 8 Yo VI P, let's kick it! ice ice baby ? ice ice baby * a SI right stop ® collaborate and listen ?
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FiRST UP

4 MARCH CALENDAR

WHAT'S ON IN CANBERRA

CELEBRITY PARENTS: the

search for Jackie Chan's mum

and dad

WORONI SALUTES: the dunlop

KT26

CELEBRITY LOOK-ALIKE: val

FREAK OF THE WEEK: double

jointed shoulders

LETTERS

6 letters to the editor about

mature age students,

college crises, the

democrats, and good english

J NEWS

8 CAMPUS NEWS: austudy

wedding, post-grad taxes,

hamish's bitten bum

10 OPINION: student protests,

the wik decision

12 SA REPORTS
;

LiCK IT UP

22 RICHARD MARX

TEEN POETRY

UCAN MAN

LiFESTYLE

25 FOOD: boffins, vivaldi, fruit

loaf

26 MONEY: coffee, drink driving

27 TRAVEL: Zimbabwe, penn

state frat parties

CULTURE

28 FEATURE: star wars

30 REVIEWS: david bowie,

keanu, beavis and butthead

33 SMASH HITS: the cure,

hitchhiker's guide to the

V - galaxy, the lost boys, danger
mouse

,

FL8PSSPE

34 PROFILE: peter harvey

FOOTNOTES: toilet graffiti

CLASSIFIEDS

(left)
Is Keanu's new biography as bad as his acting? p. 30

(above) Brendan does Zimbabwe, p. 27

(above) The x-wing as I

/ phallic svmbol, p. 28 I

(above) Cheap coffee, p. 26
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p S 10-12 17-19 Camelot at the Enndale Theatre

11 Black Brothers and suppoits at the Urn Bai

^/vStar TVek: First Contact at the Film

^
*

Until 12 3 Sisters Called Eve Currong Contemporary Arts Theatrel^i

|l
Until 12 Little Hotel On the Side at the ANU Arts Cenne

kA 12-20 The Australian Science Festival

-
1

Until 1 3 Vestments for the Mind's Memory & recent worksjby Jan

Murray at the Drill Hall Galleiv

^
15 Amnesty International training session for speakers —

jV-, y
-

*

Refugee Campaign (for details contact the' Club on x 0037)
^ 15 The Damned and X at the Uni Bar ^

J

J
16 Phillip Adams 'Bigotry and the Bunyip' 12.30pm.-ANU l/'.

y
r

«. Arts Centre

|

? 1 5-1 9 The Challenge at the Canberra Theatre

*17 Steve Wright at the Canberra School of Music „ *
r

*

ri
-?

I
22-26 Pygmalion at the Canberra Theatre

23-24 Conferring of degrees 10 am & 2 pm at Llewellyn Hall 4

24 Graduation Ball at the Uni Bar — tickets on
sale^noW* imi

29 Jim Rose Circus Side Show at the' Uni Bar

29-31 .
- German Philosophy Conference MCC Theatre 4. For;more „

|

r
^ *

details call Dr Chnstensen on 2494483
^

-,f
-

?*?

*

|
8 Sheryl Crow at the Royal Theatre

|
13 Ben Elton at the Royal Theatre

| Until 1 3 Artist's Books An exhibition at the Art School Gallery

I 17 Law Ball in the Karmel Rooms For tickets, call 249 0(387

m Until 23 Recent Works by Phillipa Matthews and Hand Rendered

I Photography by Andrew Sikorski at the Design plus Gal

I lery Mon to Sat 10-5 and 'til 9 on Thursdays

I K

Number of songs in the Zit Remedy's repertoire: 1 Number of times
thej

^iMnSHHlnUSr
CAMELOT

The Legendary tale of Arthur and

his knights takes to the stage

again, this time under the

direction of the Anthony .

Hoskings. Camelot based on

T.H White's book The

Dnro nnri Fnfnro lfinrr
1

'''if/

is being staged by 4

the All that Jazz m

Theatre Company at J|
the Erindale theatre m

from the 10-12 H
and 17-19 of

i:''.,

April. Sheena

Smith, an

honours Student

at ANU stars as

Guinevere and is

also the

choreography

director. The show

focusses on the lighter

side of the legend
—

it's a musical with

lyrics by Alan
^

Jay Werner and music by Fredrick

Lowe. Camelot has a long history

and was even translatedjnto a

Warner Bros film in the 60s. If

you're into fun theatre with a good

story then catch the show.

UNI BAR

April and May are chockablock with

great bands. Events

include the CD

launch of

??--. Kohllapse

; (April

12), the Damned (April 15), Jazz n

Jugs with Rebecca's Soul — free

to ANU students (April 17),

Henry's Anger and Headlifter on

April 18, Magic Dirt the April 23,

and of course Jim Rose Circus Side

Show on April 29. Bikini Kill star

on the 30th. Coming up in May are

Nancy Vandal (May 2), Blowhard

(May 3) and N0FX on the 29th.

Watch out for the 1997 ACT DJ

Championships on Saturday July

12. Promised for later in the year
are Powderfinger, Blur, the Tea

Party and Morphine. Prices for gigs

vary depending on. the band, doors

to the Bar and Refectory open at

8pm. ?

STEVE WRIGHT

Mr Blonde glances at the tied and

bound police officer, turns up the

radio and across the waves come

the dulcet tones of the dead-pan

DJ. The movie was, of course,

Reservoir Dogs, the DJ, Steve

Wright. Appearing at the Canberra

School of Music on Thursday 17th

of April is the dead-pan master,

Steve Wright. The stand-up

comedian who dares to ask the

hard questions such as 'Why is the

alphabet in that order?' Wright's

career has included many movies

and a continuing role in Mad About
You. It is Wright's ability to see

even the most mundane as curious

or funny which makes him so

extraordinary. Influences such as

Monty Python and Salvador Dali

combine to present Wright's world.

ENVIRONMENTAL NEWS
If you are interested in the

environment then you should

listen to 'the Winds of Change', 9

(above) Star Trek: First Contact on at film group this month

freak of the week
The Woroni editors were astounded by the contortions performed by this month's Freak

of the Week, Brianna. She discovered that she could link her hands behind her back and

then bring them over her head only two years ago. Since then, Brianna has regularly

performed the 'arm thing' at parties, weddings and bar mitzvahs. Unfortunately, her
'

doctor has informed her that if she continues to do this move, her shoulders will calcify.

Come to' the Woroni office, Brianna, to collect your uni bar tickets.

If you can do something disgusting with your body, come into the Woroni office and win.
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j played it during the course of Degrass'r. 379

10 am Thursdays on 1008AM.

Topics covered recently have been

nuclear waste, animal
testing,

biodiversity, environment in Asia,

and endangered species. 'The

winds of change' also has the

latest and most way-out music

never heard on commercial radio.

Most importantly the program is

run by students for students. If

The Winds of Change' whets your

appetite then listen to 'Greenspot'

at 12 am Saturdays, same station,

for more enviro-news.

DYNAMO

DynamOtheatre, from Canada, are

performing the Challenge at the

Canberra theatre 15-19 April as

part of the Made to Move 97

season. ''It is a simple story. There

was a party, don't remember why.

It doesn't really matter. We were

bored. We took off... just to get

somewhere else. Anywhere,

nowhere, lost changed. So

something might happen. Just for

once.'

Critically acclaimed from Toronto

to Manchester, DynamOtheatre

combines dance, acrobatics and a

little bit of theatre to produce a

show full of high spirits and

energy, akin to the adolescent

years the story seeks to evoke. It

stars 4 young performers who

fight, tease and flirt, searching for

the next challenge until that line

is pushed too far. Described by one

reviewer as 'frankly sexy', it

appears DynamO theatre have

managed to combine drama, dance

and gymnastics in a way we can all

appreciate.

YOUNG ACHIEVEMENT

AUSTRALIA

Young Achievement Australia is an

organisation which gives students

the chance to set up and run a

small business. It is great way to

obtain business experience and

looks impressive on your CV. The

programme commences in late

April/early May and runs for 24

weeks. Contact Vicki Thompson on

(06) 205 0762 or fax (06) 207

8710 to obtain more information

and an enrolment form.

BUREAU OF

REVOLUTIONARY

EXPERIMENTAL

DISINTERESTED ONEIRIC

MATERIALIS
Join BOREDOM. Our 'happenings'

are picket lines where education

can be saved. We want to channel

these situations so that they .suit

our fondest whims. We care neither

for their beauty or their sublime.

We are interested in inciting riots

and strikes. At the same time we

investigate the real potentials of

the mind; associative,

pyschokinetic, onieric and

imaginative. We thus claim the

mantle of revolutionary surrealism.

Phone 249 2755.

COOL JAZZ BY FIREPLACE

AND FAIRYLIGHTS

The Australasian Union of Jewish

Students welcomes Fiona and Elly,

President and Vice-President of

AUJS national, to the ANU. Come

along for cocktails and chat with

the delightful duo on Friday 11th

after 8pm. For full details
ring

Ethan on 230 5321.

Woroni's Freak of the Week is a likely candidate to run off and join. Jim Rose's

Circus, at the Uni Bar this month

[?]
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fact that the Dunlop KT26 remains the ugliest shoe ever made

jN'iis
a testament to its incredible staying power. Attempts to make

f^ever more hideous sneakers have been carried out by Nike with

£\vtheir complete over use of dynamic striping. The KT26, however,

stands tongue and sole above the crowd.

^ You never forget your first pair of KT's. Your mum would bring

^Vthem
home in the mistaken belief that their seemingly futuristic

j

' extenor was wnat ail tne kids wanted
.

Little did she realise the

[/years of schoolyard pain and subsequent life scarring that was to

I
*

accompany having to wear them to PE. Their attractive combination
K of 'lizard gut blue' and swanky silver made them impossible to

hide from the other kids,

jp Simply put, the KT26 acts as a high water mark for all those

^attempts
to make daggy K Mart brands 'hip to the kids'' The KT26

1

jf??vyas
the original innovator of crap sports shoe masquerading as an

jf-;
innovation in sneaker technology

—

your 'Sportz', your 'Apple

[

'

Pies', and your 'Pro Sports'. Woroni is proud to salute this pioneer

. of the sporting fashion faux pas.

brand new invention ? something grabs hold of me tightly ? then I flow like a harpoon

[?]

[?]
[?]

The search for Canberra's celebrity

parents has taken a new and

dramatic twist, with conflicting

tips as to the location of Jackie

Chan's parents. The spectacularly

unhelpful initial advice to 'look it

up in the phone book' has given

way to two different street

addresses. Ian Thomas advises us

that Jackie's parents live in Curtin,

and has even gone so far as to

provide a street name and number.

It is Chandra, from the ANU

hairdressers, who wins our tickets,

however, for the bonus information

that the guy who trained Bruce Lee

lives in Melbourne. Come to the

Woroni office, Chandra, to collect

your prize.

Nevertheless, the conflict over

Jackie's parents has the Woroni

team's curiosity well and
truly

piqued. We want to up the stakes.

We want proof. We want photos.
We want sightings. We want hard

core in-your-face just-the-facts

evidence. We want to know Jackie's

story
—

why did he come here?

Why did mom and dad decide to

stay? Many of the rumours we

heard circulate around mysterious
hub of Dickson's china town. It's

said Jackie's parents own a

restaurant there; some say they

own the whole street. What's the

story?

Bring your info to the Woroni

office or phone it through on our

celebrity parent hotline — 248

7127.

WORONi
issue 2 volume 49

anu students association

Canberra, act, 0200.

ph: (06) 248 7127 fax: (06) 249 3967

email: woroni_articles@sttident.anu.edu.au
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Corin 'Han' T hrosby

Stephen 'Obi Wan' Rebikoff
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Helen 'Ewok Chieftan' Drew

associate editors
. Katie 'Chewbacca' Fraser

Brendan 'C-3PO' Shanahan

Jane 'Leia' Stratton

advertising manager ;
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'

art director
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'

David Shrigley, Mandy Ord

contributors: Sven Arnison, Kate®
'

Booth, Jo Briscoe, Sarah Chidgey,

I
Michael Cook, Michelle Cooper,

'

?Lucy Cousins, Andrew Cox, Garth

f Crawford, Tim Djxon, Rebecca

Devitt, Roslyn Dundas, Juliet

Edeson, Harry Greenwell, Paul
-

Harris, Julian Henderson, Sarah

Hutchings, Ben Hutchings, Kate

Jones, Daniel Joyce, Sharon

Kennett.Adam McGlashan, Felicity®

Mullens, Lana Nadj, Bianca

Nogrady, Kate Penhallurick^Ben 5

Reeves, Adrian Regan, Jason
* Richardson, Jum Richter, Nico
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Emperor' Tinning

this issue's song lyrics:
'Ice Ice

Baby' Performed by Vanilla Ice

Woroni denies allegations that it is

connected to the 1 989 CIA plot to get
- children to listen to white music

woroni is the official publication of the

australian national university students'

association

s the opinions expressed in woroni are

not necessarily those of the editors,

students' association, or woroni staff.

'It is a period of civil war. Rebel space ships,

striking from a hidden base have won their

first victory against the Galactic Empire.
-

; During the battle. Rebel spies managed to steal

secret plans tq the Empire's ultimate weapon,
the Death Star, an amored space station with

enough power to destroy an entire planet.
Pursued by the Empire's sinister agents, Prim±
cess Leia races home aboard her starship, cus

todian of the stolen plans that can save her

people and restore freedom to the galaxy.'. J'

deadline for next issue:
*

April 17 / ;

s ? i I ? ? I, nV
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Vinegar Tit's high
school garbage
Dear Woroni,

I worry about poor old (young) Vin

egar Tits.

Quite obviously her contribution

to the 'debate' in the last Woroni

concerning mature-age students

was primarily meant to foster an

gered responses. And it did quite

blatantly, and emotively endorse a

rather warped and ignorant main

stream idea.

My response here is not to attack,

this view, for it is nothing but fic

tional journalism aimed at students

who may feel annoyed (envious)

that mature agers 'buzz' in class

and have the social maturity to con

tribute to discussion (while most of

us undergrads find it kinda cool not

to read before a lecture because its

really boring, and only want to pass

anyway...)

If people actually found Vinegar

Tit's account of mature age students

funny (because, like, it's so. true)

then I worry about our own gen- .

eration of undergrads.

What with increases to HECS,
and cutbacks to Austudy how can

someone let themselves fail? Hav

ing to repeat a unit not only dou

bles the HECS payable for that unit,

it also requires that you stay. at uni

longer (you never know, one day

you may actually reach the inde

pendent age of 25).

I wonder, then, how we have the

right to even joke about the enthu

siasm of mature-agers. At least they

are receiving an education and not

just a pass on a piece of paper.

Mature-agers are here for educa

tion, and it seems that undergrads

like Vinegar Tits are here for bug
ger all. Could it be because they do

not feel pressured to be cool and,

like, not read or hand in dumb as

sessable tute papers, because, you

know that would be being keen?

Really, enough of this high school

garbage.

Who is going to benefit more

from an education: a mature-ager

who actually enjoys the course and

its content, or a surface learning

undergrad who finds, the course and

its content boring and dumb? You

decide.
— JO PURCELL

'

4th year Arts/Law

a i I y and nightly * will \

Comfortably wearing
the mature-age label

Dear Woroni,
I enjoyed reading Opinion in the

March issue of Woroni.

V. Tit's acerbic view of mature

rage students (MASs) getting what

they want, was most entertaining,

and contrasted with P. Mackerras'

encouragement of tolerance and

appreciation of what the MASs can

offer; neither view is reassuring to

me as a 41 year old student.

Instead I ask what does the pres

ence of MASs signify, especially in

larger numbers, and I recognise two

possible alternatives: a threat to an

ideology which valorises and privi

leges youth, or a positive model,

that growing older does not equate

to dullness of brain and intolerance,

or being stuck with a career choice

made 20 years previously.
A mature-age student has had to

undo their own myths about aging

to re-enter the academic institution

and be surrounded by talented

young students.

Knowing I'm categorised as a

mature-age student helps me feel

less isolated as an older student.

Perhaps this is one label I can com

fortably wear.

— Dog breath

John's intelligentsia?
Dear Woroni,

Those who know me well acknowl

edge the fact that given even the

slightest opportunity, mine is an

approach of gleeful condescension

and elitism. Which is precisely why
I thank Caroline Knight and Michael

Cook for their article 'Colleges in

Crisis' {Woroni 49, 2).

Beyond the article's more obvi

ous orthographical, syntactical and

elementary grammatical errors —

the enumeration (or even slightest

mention) of which might leave me

open to the charge of (the gods for

bid) didacticism — are the article's

more sensationalistic claims, or in

particular, that relating to the pos

sible closure of John XXIII College

at the end of this year.

The actual truth is a somewhat

different story: but it's the very truth

which authors of a beat-up never

want to hear, given that mundane'

facts give little scope for sensation

alism. Thus, easily explained is the

conundrum as to why the writers

of the article — in the twin inter

ests of balance and accuracy
—

failed to seek a single comment

from anyone with even the most

tenuous connection to the College's

administration.

It'd be with varying degrees of

relief on the part of Woroni's dear

readers, I'm sure, to learn that the

current position of John's, while by
no means ideal, is far from being

precarious; and certainly any talk

of actual closure is incredibly ab

surd. Within its walls sound the

footsteps of those who achieve in

all manner of academic and cultural

fields: Australia's most accom

plished young concert pianist, for

instance, called John's home for the

four years up until last year; and of

the ANU's National Undergraduate
scholars, a significant proportion
are resident at John's.

Knight and Cook can do much,

much better than to allow mere

rumour to so influence their
— and

I cough the word up
—

reporting.

The words condescension and elit

ism with which I referred to myself

earlier might be better employed in

describing two writers who, for

even a moment, reckoned that they
-

might churn out something — any

thing, indeed — to a readership too

fatuous to see it for what it is; or

given even some degree of discern

ment, too apathetic to respond.

Apart from filling pages 16 and 17,

and providing the John's intelligent

sia which much reason for humour,
the article achieved very little.

Keep trying, Caroline and

Michael. Perhaps in the meantime

you could both exercise your writ

ing skills
—

at least at their current

level
—

in a manner somewhat less

public.
— Matthew Bocunovich

John XXIII College

Drinking with the

Democrats
Dear Woroni,

To discuss the concept of a 'real'

alternative in federal politics with

out mentioning the Australian

Democrats is like going to the bar

and not drinking; a pointless and

ultimately frustrating exercise. The

one party which has consistently

fought for students' rights, provides

the real alternative to the mimicry
of the Labor and Liberal parties

—

and provides an alternative which

has the power to influence events,

unlike Resistance.

When HECS was introduced by

the Labor Party; one of the most

regressive steps ever for education,

the Australian Democrats opposed
it in the Senate/ as they have op

posed every increase in its level

since. No other party can say this.

When the Labor government pro

posed introducing double HECS for

second degrees, it was the Demo

crats who blocked it. The Demo

crats have won important conces

sions for students, and are the only

party to consistently support free

education.

Last year the Democrats cam

paigned against the Liberal in

creases to HECS and destruction of

Austudy
—

only the efforts of

Harradine and Colston — more in

terested in themselves than equity

in education — prevented the

Democrats stopping the implemen
tation of these draconian measures

designed to gut the Australian

higher education sector.

The Democrats do not merely

rely on rhetoric. They have a con

sistent record of which they can

be proud. It is not merely in the area

of education that they provide a

sound alternative. The Democrats

are the original and the best green

party; they have fought for justice

within the industrial relations sec

tor; they have campaigned for equal

rights for everyone. The Democrats

present a viable, intelligent,
effec

tive, and most importantly, totally

student friendly alternative —

something which neither Resistance

or the ALP can do.
— James Connor

Australian Democrat Student Club

[Write to us.

Nothing makes the Woroni office manager more happy than

finding a big pile of letters waiting for him in his in-tray. If

anything makes you feel sad, happy or angry, write and tell us

about it
— and help put a smile on Matt's face.

You can write to us c/- ANU Students' Association or email us on

woroni_articles@student.anu.edu.au. Please keep letters under

300 words if you want them to be published.

Please explain,
Andrew
Dear Woroni,

There are two errors in Andrew

Dempster's letter (issue 2). First,

there is no such word as 'firstly'.

Second, there is no such word as

'secondly' either.

Goodnight to you.
—

Patrick Mackerras
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A Student's Dream

Turn your time at uni into a fairy tale. Come into the Students'

Association above the uni bar and ask for student advocacy

or welfare advice, join a club or society, get involved with Bush

Week, contribute to Woroni or Am id a, buy a cheap 2nd hand

book or lab coat, access international student services, pick

up free condoms or confidentially discuss women's or sexuality

issues, become environmentally or politically active, just come

and have a whinge and see if we can help ...
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by Michael Cook

Do
you, Ben Reese, take Anita

Beck for richer and for

poorer?

'For poorer.'

'In sickness and in health?'

'In sickness.'

'In good times and in bad times?'

In bad times!

'Til death do you part?'

'Til death do us part... or until I

reach 25.'

It was a marriage made not in

heaven, but in desperation.

In a formal ceremony in Union

Court on March 26, attended by
hundreds of well-wishers and sur

rounded by TV cameras, ANU stu

dents Ben Reese and Anita Beck

were 'married'. There were elaborate

wedding invitations, a tuxedoed

groom, a blushing bride, an ex

change of vows and even cham

pagne
— but the event was, unfor

tunately, a sham.

The mock marriage, part of the

National Day of Action organised

throughout Australia's universities,

was staged to highlight the hardship

caused by the Government's

Austudy policies. Chief among com

plaints was the 'unjust' and 'pecu

liar' rule that people cannot claim

independent Austudy until the age

of 25, unless they prove independ
ent status through marriage.

Despite neither bride or groom

being able to afford rings, they were

married nonetheless. The couple,

now eligible for Austudy payments,

walked back down the aisle. The

reckless crowd showered them with

rice until PARSA President and

groomsman Nigel Snoad yelled,

'Hey, that's two weeks worth of food

for a student!'

Doug Kelly, National Tertiary Edu

cation Union Branch President and

honorary father of the bride, be

stowed on the young couple the

beautiful gift of a '24-carat Vanstone

knife — it's blunt, big, and useless,

but it's just right for cutting Univer

sity funding'.

Best man and Student Association

President, Matt Tinning, gave an

impassioned speech after the cer

emony denouncing the Govern

ment's plans to cut and restrict

Austudy payments. 'Ben, the

groom, told me he had one overrid

ing reason for getting married:

money! He can't get independent

Austudy until he's 25, unless he's

had a child, or been married, or

unless a counsellor informs the gov

ernment he's never going to speak
to his parents again!'

'When the Government was talk

ing about family values at the last

election, we didn't realise their idea

of family values was forcing young

people into marriage just to be able

to survive at University!'

SA General Secretary 'Father'

Harry Green well, who presided over

the service, believes the 'marriage'

demonstrated that many students

are suffering from the Government's

policies. 'The message we're trying

to
get

across is that the Austudy sys

tem is unfair and restrictive; there

are many students who cannot get

access to it, which jeopardises their

University education.'

The well-attended reception was

held outside the ANU Chancellery

where the newly-weds were intro

duced to each of the 15 police offic

ers stationed outside the doors of the

building. Vice-Chancellor Deane

Terrell was invited to join the fes

tivities and make a speech to the

crowd, but he declined.

(above) Expediently married couple Ben Reese and Anita Beck partake of

some champers to celebrate their nuptials and incoming Austudy cheques

Photo by Michael Cook
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Postgrad scholarships

may be taxed
The Federal Treasurer is moving to

tax scholarships received by post

graduate research students. Under

a 1994 ruling of the Australian Taxa

tion Office, the ATO has the power

to tax post graduate scholarships. To

actually do so they require a direc

tive from the Treasurer Mr Peter

Costello.

ANU PARSA President and mem

ber of CAPA (the Council of Austral

ian Postgraduate Associations),

Nigel Snoad, said that any decision

to implement the tax would 'come

down to a fight between Amanda

Vanstone (on the side of students for

the first time in history) and Peter

Costello, with the Prime Minister ref

ereeing.'

The implementation of a tax on

postgraduate scholarships would

result in 'postgraduates becoming
the most poorly paid professionals

in Australia' said Snoad. Where a

student is deemed to be providing a

service to the scholarship provider

they will be taxed on their scholar

ship.

This is most likely to occur in situ

ations where the student assigns

their intellectual property rights to

the university in return for the schol

arship.

,
Also affected would be scholar

ships which are connected with in

dustry research. Students would

have to apply to the Taxation De

partment for an assessment of their

scholarship and tax liability.

Taxes on postgraduate scholar

ships could result in students leav

ing research because they cannot

afford to study
—

particularly since

many postgrad students are older

and have family commitments. They

say that this will result in the over

all decline in the quality of Austral

ian universities and a shortage re

search trained staff in industry.

Nigel Snoad said that PARSA is

writing to every scholarship provider

that the ANU has, to urge them to.

lobby the Federal Treasurer and

other Ministers against supporting

the proposal.

The Democrats are also running

a petition for students to sign.
A

copy of this will be available in the

Students' Association.

The move can be defeated either

by the Treasurer directing that the

scholarships not be taxed, or in the

event of the Tax Act being amended

to reflect a tax exempt status for

postgraduate scholarships. A deci

sion on the matter is likely to be

made in the next few months.

Nigel Snoad said that CAPA is

considering legal action in the event

of a decision to tax scholarships in

order to define the extent of the op

eration of the tax. He said that whilst

theoretically undergraduate scholar

ships are also at risk, it is unlikely

that they will be taxed.
— Michaela Peters

Legal Aid Cuts

National Secretary of the Legal Aid

Office, Kay Barralet was the guest

speaker at the ANU Law Students

Society's third Lunch Time Forum

on March 26. Ms Baralett spoke
about the structure of Legal Aid

Funding in Australia and the

effect of the proposed federal

government funding cuts to Legal

Aid. The cuts could result in

people going unrepresented in the

courts and ultimately result in

wrongful convictions and

imprisonments. Ms Baralett

encouraged students to join in the

protest. Above is one of the

specially designed postcards

(available at the Legal Aid Office)

which can be sent to Federal

ministers to urge them to

reconsider their decision to cut

legal aid.

ANU student injured
in police raid on UTS

ANU student and former SA Presi

dent Hamish McPherson was bitten

by a police attack dog when riot

police broke up a peaceful student

occupation of University of Technol

ogy Sydney's administration offices.

The students were protesting

against the introduction of up front

fees at UTS, the proposed Common

Youth Allowance and cuts to univer

sity funding. They occupied the of

fices on Wednesday March 26. The

occupation was broken up at 3am

on Saturday 29 when 100 police

stormed the offices.

Eyewitnesses said that police used

attack dogs, truncheons, sledge

hammers and crowbars in their raid

on the building. Two students were

wounded by attack dogs, although

police and ambulance spokesper
sons deny this. An NUS spokesman,
David Michel said that 'the raid was

carried out when most of the 150

students present were asleep. Police

used force which was brutal and

completely unwarranted'.

Students from about six different

universities were present at the oc

cupation, which had the support of

the NSW and National Union of Stu

dents. Eight people from Canberra,

including four ANU students, trav

elled to Sydney to offer their sup

port to the protesters.

ANU SWSC member Ben

. Halliday, who was present at the

occupation, said that students had

no warning before police raided the

building. There were no arrests, but

several students were searched and

fingerprinted.

Hamish McPherson was bitten by
the dog on his bottom and appar

ently said 'the dog's bitten me on

the arse' when the dog's teeth sunk

home. Fortunately, he suffered no

permanent injury.

The NUS is calling for the resig

nation of the University of Technol

ogy Sydney Vice Chancellor Tony
Blake. Mr Blake apparently ordered '

the police raid on the pretext that
J

students were interfering with stu

dent records, damaging property,

and refusing to negotiate and to

leave the offices. Ben Halliday says j

that students had voted to lock the

offfice where student records are

situated and that no negotiations or

responses to the students' demands

had been made by the university ;

administration.

He pointed to the power of the
]

occupation as a means of protest,

saying that the occupation effec

tively crippled the administration in

three days. :

NUS spokesman Mr Michel said
i

that the occupation took place be- ;

cause 'students are desperate to

draw government attention to the

dangerous course down which their

higher education agenda is taking

the students of this country'.

The next National Day of Action

at ANU to protest against these

changes will be held on May 8.
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Keeping the rain off
University Accommodation Services

began operation on 14 March and

will operate a 'one-stop shop' where

students can both apply for Hall and

College accommodation and obtain

Housing Referral Service assistance

to find housing on the private rental

market.

UAS combines the operations of

the existing Housing Office (which
was responsible for providing ac

commodation for staff members and

postgraduate students with families)

and the Student Accommodation

Office (which was responsible for

accommodation for single under

graduate and postgraduate stu

dents). The goal is to provide accom

modation services in the form which

best suits the University's changing
requirements.

There will be no obvious changes
to the service in 1997, as UAS is

being prepared for full implementa
tion by the beginning of the 1998

academic year.

New technology will allow elec

tronic lodgment of accommodation

applications (especially via the

World Wide Web) and provide a cen

tralised database and information

system. The World Wide Web will

also be utilised as a means of dis

seminating information on demand.

Currently, information about UAS

services can be found at Imp://
www. anu. edu. au/ admin/ ho using/ .

The establishment of UAS was

partially driven by the need to ef

fect operational savings and provide

cost effective accommodation refer

ral services.

The changes to the service reflect

a shift away from university owned

properties (used to house staff and

postgraduate students with house

holds of two or more) to a greater

involvement in the local private

rental market to accommodate

members of the University commu

nity.

University Accommodation Serv

ices will embrace all University ac

commodation areas. Widespread
consultation with the various ac

commodation providers on campus,
in particular the Heads, Halls and

Colleges, has already commenced.

UAS will also oversee and man

age the day to day operations of the

University Conference Office.

— Peter Still

(above) The umpires relax after the annual Town v Gown cricket match held

at ANU during the Canberra Festival. Town convincingly defeated Gown by
four wickets. Photo by Michael Cook
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Foot Patrol

uncertainty persists
Rumours persist that the ANU evening

Foot Patrol will be cut despite reas

surances to the contrary from Head

of Security Alex Chryss.

A Security Officer says that the

patrol will cease to exist at the end

of May. He says that new rosters

indicate that after 9pm only two

people will be rostered on the

security service. Prior to that there

will be six officers working, but

four will be locking up buildings

and booking cars.

The Officer says statements that

the service will be retained are

misrepresentations
— indications

are that the service will , in effect,

be 'abolished at the end of May'.

Ray must never win

another Logie
Ordinary Aussies Against Ray Martin

are a group who 'call upon all those

who quiver at the sight of the wigged
one, the forgotten generation who

still remember how to think' to rise

up against the force of Ray and his

'facile one-liners'. They are cam

paigning to prevent Ray from ever

winning another Logie. OAARM

urge ordinary Aussies to buy a TV

Week, fill in the Logies voting form

and vote A Current Affair best com

edy series.

Anyone who wants to join in the

struggle against Ray can contact

OAARM at LPO Box 1 ANU ACT

2601, or email o aarm@blitzen.
canberra.edu.au.

Peter Reith bails
The Socialist Workers Students Club

were primed and ready for the ar

rival of Peter Reith on campus on

the evening of March 24.

Mr Reith was due to discuss the

Government's Industrial Relations

Strategy as part of the ANU's Occa

sional Lecture Series. Unfortunately

he failed to turn up and sent in his

place a minion to deliver the paper.

The doors of the Law Lecture

Theatre were locked by ANU Secu

rity once the lecture commenced so

that protesting students and late

comers were shut out. Police and

ANU Security struggled with stu

dents as they went into the build

ing and began to bang on the doors

in a vain attempt to hear about Mr

Reith's plans to restructure the

workplace.

Students were supported by
members of the audience in their

protests against being locked out of

the lecture. As for the speech itself?

Who knows what it was about. All

Woroni could see through the little

glass panels in the door were some

rather fascinating looking graphs.
— Michaela Peters

(above) Student socialist worker member Ben
Halliday appealing to the

masses during a recent demonstration n .. r3

Photo by Michael Cook

Law changes roll on
The ANU Law Faculty continues its

push to restructure the Law degree.

At a public meeting to explain the

changes John McMillan, the then

Sub-Dean of the Law Faculty and

member of the Curriculum Review

Committee, said that the changes
would definitely be implemented by

1998. He said that whilst the Fac

ulty was in general agreement that

the proposed 8 unit per year struc

ture was appropriate, transitional

measures were still being worked

out.

The Faculty has released a paper

on possible transition rules for stu

dents. However, it was emphasised
at the meeting that this document is

not final or fully detailed.

President of the Law Students

Society, Geraldine Chin, said that

feedback from students indicated

that students are in agreement with

the changes. However it is clear that

there are considerable difficulties

with modifications to electives and

transition phases. The society is also

concerned about contact hours,

course content and how the gradu
ate programme will be affected.

Consultation with students on the

basic measures for change ceased

on April 2. The Law Students Soci

ety will present their views to the

Curriculum Review Committee and

the Committee is due to finalise their

recommendations to Faculty on

April 7. From there the proposals

will go to the Faculty Education

Committee, the Law Faculty and the

Board of Faculties.

Only the bare bones of the

changes will be passed at these

meetings. The detail of the changes,

including the content of courses and

transitional arrangements will be

worked out during intensive consul

tation during the next six months

between staff, students and the Cur

riculum Review Committee and are

currently in no way final.

Geraldine Chin said that students

can continue to make submissions

to the Law Society on how the

changes will affect them and make

suggestions for transitional arrange

ments. The Law Faculty hopes to

make extra time and resources avail

able to students in order to hear their

concerns as the detail of the degree

structure is planned.
— Helen Drew
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Easter debating tournament

Over the Easter long weekend,

twenty eight members of the ANU

Debating Society participated in

the Easters Debating Intervarsity

at the University of Melbourne. All

the debating teams performed

well. ANU 4 (Michael Zorbas, John

Asker & Belinda Shearman) made

the quarter finals, where they were

defeated by the ultimate winners,

a team from Melbourne Uni. ANU 1

(Nick Wood, Dylan Matthews &

Paul Barnsley) made it to the semi

finals, where they lost to the same

team. Two ANU debaters, Michael

Zorbas and Anthea Roberts, were

ranked among the ten best

speakers at the tournament..

|

Debating is only one part of the IV

experience. The University of

Melbourne is to be congratulated

on organising some fine parties

which the ANU contingent enjoyed

to the full.

Deputy VC gets top job I

Professor Millicent Poole, ANU

deputy Vice Chancellor in charge

of the Faculties, has been

appointed the as the new Vice

Chancellor at Edith Cowan

University in WA. She will leave

the ANU to take up her new job in

July.

G&S Room revamp |

The Clubs and Societies room in

the Students Association is

currently undergoing major

renovations.sStudents Association

Administrator Karen Hagen said

that new computers, adjustable

chairs, a pin board and white

board will be part of the

regenerated C&S room. Eighty

pigeonholes for the clubs and

societies will be put up and a

special workstation area for

correspondence and telephone use

will be created. The room .will also

be painted. The project should be

completed by mid April. Karen

would like to hear from anyone

who is interested ;in helping with a

freize for one wall of the room

depicting the. logos of ANU clubs

and societies. Drop into: the SA to

volunteer or find out more

information.

More wisdom from Amanda I

A paper by Senator Vanstone on

differential HECS delivered to

representatives at an Australian

Law Students Association meeting

held at ANU last week contained

this gem: 'A law degree is worth

about the same amount as a

Holden Commodore'.
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student
comment

David Duigan

The theatre of protest

Does
anyone out there give a shit?

On the National Day of Action,

Wednesday 26th March, there was

a protest against changes to

Austudy, University funding, HECS

increases and therefore the whole

ideology of Education.

Lending credibility to

Tocqueville's phrase 'the theatre of

revolution', a moderate crowd gath
ered for the spectacle of an 'Austudy

marriage'.
The marriage, designed to

draw both students and media at

tention to the cause, paradoxically

became the chief interest as specta
cle

— the crowd rapidly diminish

ing as soon as their participation was

required.

Does this reflect a disenchant

ment with the mechanism of the

protest, a general lack of interest on

the part of the students, or does eve

ryone honestly think we should treat

the government like a small child —

ignore it and it will go away.

The ghost of '68

. The view of protests as cliches has

its foundations in the popular up

risings of bored middle-class stu

dents of the late 60s. .

Most of the free-love generation

can now be found in board rooms

still romanticising their illusions of

changing the whole world. As one

. radical journal writer of the time has

remarked; 'All that happened was a

series of televised clashes with the

police... so '68 was a media event

mistaking self-indulgence for free

dom, and fantasy for idealism.'

This ghost of '68 feeds the gen

eral perception that protests are for

hippies or radical elements and ul

timately achieve nothing. Today's

protests are perceived as pale imita

tions of the true 60s form — a place

for radicals to assemble and chin

wag about how fucked the system
is.

It is important to realise that the

children of the sixties had never re

ally known poverty and unemploy
ment. Poverty and unemployment
are, however, real threats today. The

protest on Wednesday was nothing

like .an empty idealistic, theatrical

homage to the sixties but an expres

sion of genuine concern.

Individualism and Angst

Perhaps many students, who are not

;

intentionally apathetic, do not want

to be labelled as part of a
political

organisation which carries a lot of

ideological, historical and political

baggage. Most students, rather than

acknowledging the dedicated and

active involvement of groups such

as the Socialist Workers organisation
or Resistance, see them as impas
sioned radicals who are antiestab

lishment and use Marches con

cerned .with particular issues as a

general forum for wider political

injustices and grievances. This can

be alienating for apolitical nonpar

tisan students.

Combined with this is the very

real belief that protests are ineffec

tive. What did they achieve in the

60s? Perhaps this sense of hopeless
ness coupled with loss of individu

ality plays a major, role in nonpar

ticipation.

Towards a philosophy of action

The time has come, in the face of

economic threats to university fund

ing, student poverty and burgeon

ing unemployment, to create an at

mosphere that dispels these fears

and drives all students towards a

common goal. This is only possible

if we become aware of the choices

available to us.
*

1. Concern v Apathy. Concern is

not illusion. It is born out of an en

gagement with issues affecting all

students and the youth in general.

To be concerned does not entail be

longing to any political groups, just

an identification with fellow stu

dents, and those to follow. It is not

good enough to sit safely in Calyp
so's drinking coffee under the 'it

won't happen to me' umbrella.

2. Action. If you are concerned

and believe that what is happening
is wrong you should express this in

some way. Protests conducted by

concerned individuals and focussed

on particular topics are effective, but

only in numbers. A pathetic gather

ing where police out-number pro

testers will only reinforce percep

tions of protests as ineffective and

the domain of fringe groups.

If you can't spare the time to pro

test, do something else like write a

letter, join the non-partisan student

? union against cuts to higher educa

tion, or go to talk back at Parliament

House.

Education is the. most important

facet of a healthy society. If you are

sceptical, think of the.fact that how

you decide this is probably a result

of your education.

!

NEWS I'm killing your brain like a poisonous mushroom ? deadly, when 1 play a dope me

Jo

on cctmous
Woroni asked some kids on campus (a) which Star Wars *- - c

^

character they most identified with and (b) whether they^ *

would ever take a vow of marriage just to receive Austudy

'*

[?]
(b) Yes, I tike

(b) I'm engaged to get married1

two^years

time, I wouldn't be,' -

,

(a) the ewok that got stomped on

(b) Yes — it would be entertaining' .

(a) Han Solo — he got frozen andi?*

identified with him for life £ ^|||
(*) Yeah, if it was a decent guy %.-Tr
—Katie ( Science ) *

t?*

Women's
Officers

Equitable access

to education

International

Women's Day was on

the 8th of March, and Canberra

celebrated with a rally starting in

Civic and-Splash Out at Civic Pool.

The rally was a vocal and empow

ering event, and a lot of credit must

go to the women who got it running

again after a few years lapse. The

rally focused on stopping the back

lash against the advances made by
the women's movement, with em

phasis on the cuts to women's serv

ices made by the liberal government.
As ANU Women's Officers we spoke
at the rally on women and educa

tion, and in particular about the

ways in which cuts to education

funding and increases in HECS im

pact on women.

Although it is important to cel

ebrate women's
;

achievements in

education, it is imperative that we

recognise that progress is still

needed to achieve equitable access

to education for women. Fighting for

equality in education for women

means working for adequate child

care facilities for students who are

parents. In a positive step (due to

the efforts of last year's Women's Of

ficer), the ANU has finally
estab

lished a parenting room on campus.

Equality in education also means

ensuring women's safety on cam

pus, if women feel at risk- on cam

pus, their access to facilities such

as computer labs and libraries is

impeded.

Recent cuts to the education sys

tem and increases in fees have par

ticularly damaging consequences for

women's access to education:

First, the number of part-time,

mature age and external students in

tertiary education, the vast major
ity of whom are women, has

dropped significantly due to the in

troduction of fees.

Secondly, education funding is

being directed away from the arts

and humanities where women pre

dominate. Women are also being dis

couraged from entering nontradi

tional fields; such as medicine, sci

ence and engineering, by the higher

charges for those subjects under the

new differential HECS system.

Thirdly, women as a group are

financially worse off than their male

counter-parts. Women are concen

trated in areas which do not lead to

highly paid employment, and have

longer periods out of the paid
workforce. Consequently they are

less able to pay up front fees, and

are disadvantaged when it comes to

paying off debts and loans of HECS.

As a result; 1 in 4 women will still

be paying off their HECS debt at age

65 as opposed to only 1 in 25 men.

Women must continue to fight
to

retain their hard-won advances, and

to achieve a free, accessible and eq

uitable education.

—Sarah Chidcey

Rebecca Devitt

Sexuality
Deportment

Good times

Congratulations

to the organisers

of the Jellybabies first barbe

cue for 1997 at Glebe Park on Sun

day, March 23 . It was a great oppor

tunity to meet some really nice peo

ple and have some fun, particularly

for us newbies to Canberra.

The Sexuality Department would

like to thank all those who partici

pated in the O-Week Drag Race on

February 28. We would like to pay

special tribute to SA President, Matt

Tinning, for cutting into his busy

schedule, throwing on his best frock

and taking a stroll around Union

Square with a 'gentleman' on his

arm, Lara Shevchenko. You were all

faaaaabulous! Thank you to STA

Travel, Civic and The Body Shop for

the prizes.

Condom machines are now avail

able to use in the Uni Bar and the

ground floor of the Union Building.

For ITA students, machines will soon

be installed at the School of Music

and the Art School Condoms and

lube are still available, free of charge,

in the administration office of the

Student Association, during office

hours. For more discretion, ask one

of the Sexuality Officers.

Watch for the next issue of Quirk,

taking a different view of the 'tradi

tional' family and featuring a spe
cial guest model on the cover. Quirk

is available outside the Student As

sociation offices.

— Mark-Leon Thorne
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political
corner [?]
The Wile Decision

All
land titles issued in Australia

from 1788 until the handing
down of the Wik decision must be

validated. Australians took freehold,

leasehold and other special titles,

and invested in that land. They were

told that their titles were
legal. Some

certainty must be provided for these

land holders by allowing agricultural

and commercial activity on pasto

ral leases, and also the renewal of

pastoral leases as perpetual leases.

The last three years have seen enor

mous problems for people wanting
to do business and invest in this

country. As a result all Australians,

aboriginal and non-aboriginal, suf

fer. We should fix this as soon as

possible.

The one certainty an owner had

? with all the titles was that they had

exclusive possession of that land.

Yet, one majority judgement in the

Wik decision seemed to say that

pastoral leasehold was only a quali
fied right to put livestock on the land

and take them off. No fences, no

dams, no irrigation, no crops, no

other parts of everyday property
? management; because any improve

ments may be unlawful.

There will be no certainty until

each and every claim goes before the

courts. It will take decades for this

mess to be sorted out. It is more than

4 years since Mabo and more than

238 claims for native title have been

made and still not one has been set

tled. That was when 36% of Aus

tralia was claimable; after Wik 78%

of Australia may be taken away.

Barristers, solicitors, and various

consultants will make money and

aboriginal claimants are paid for by
the various aboriginal organisations,
or in effect, our tax. Yet, land hold

ers must defend themselves out of

their own pocket. All they want to

do is get on with their lives without

endless interference and court ap

pearances.

After Mabo it was clear that Abo

riginal title had been extinguished

on pastoral leases and all other types

of leases. That's why the Labor gov

ernment wrote it into the Native Ti

tle Act and set up a billion dollar land

fund to support those people who

did not have access to land. Every
one, including the aboriginal peo

ple, agreed in 1993 that pastoral

. leases extinguished native title.

But, we get arrogant and outof

touch armchair do-gooders deciding
to invent new law. The onus of rec

onciliation falls on every Australian,

not
just the small percentage who

hold pastoral Teases. The burden

must not be left to rural Australians

who don't have the same resources

to fight-legal battles as those in more

urban arid prosperous areas. The

worst aspect of Wik is that it has set

the two most needy sections of the

Australian community against each

other: the Aboriginal communi.ty
and the rural and regional commu

nity. ;

— Tim Dixon
Nation! a i PARTY

The
great lie of terra nullius was

swept aside with the Mabo de

cision handed down on 3 June 1992.

It was hoped that a new era of rec

onciliation between indigenous and

non-indigenous people was at hand.

Since the victory of Aboriginal

people in the recent Wik case, how

ever, there has been a concerted out

pouring of lies and mis-information

by the National Party and the Na

tional Farmers Federation who wish

to return to the dark old days of ra

cial tension and division.

The Wik judgement determined

that Aboriginals and pastoralists

could co-exist on pastoral leases.

The judgement indicated that the

rights of the pastoralists were para

mount, and that Aboriginals could

only occupy the land if they did not

interfere in any way with the activi

ties of the pastoralists.

The Wik judgement created cer

tainty, it is the National Party and

their mates in the NFF who are cre

ating the uncertainty. They want to

substantially upgrade the rights of

the pastoralists (people like Kerry

Packer and Janet Holmes a Court

who don't pay a cent for the use of

the land anyway) while engaging in

a whole new round of stripping

away the rights of the original own

ers of the land.

Another fact that the National

Party won't admit to is that until the

1970s, Aboriginals operated many of

the pastoral leases, earning a living

for themselves and their community.

They were subsequently forced from

the land and were not given any

opportunity to earn enough money

to live on.

Some responsible pastoralists

have allowed Aboriginal people to

return to their land over the past

eleven years, so the reality is that

co-existence can and has worked for

many years. It must be remembered

that a
pastoral

lease allows the lease

holder a right to run cattle, not to

have exclusive use of the land.

The ALP Students Club believes

that Aboriginal land rights are an

essential and fundamental compo

nent of the reconciliation process.

The National Party and the NFF are

trying to ride the wave of racist hys
teria whipped up by Pauline Hanson

and her supporters with a deplor
able and misleading advertising

campaign.
Don't let their lies interfere with

one of the most important issues of

our time.
;

.

—Richard Williams

ALP Students Club

'The Wik judgement
created certainty. It is

the National Party and

their mates in the NFF

who are creating the

uncertainty'
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* anything less then the best is a felony ? love it or leave it ?

you better hit bull's eye
?

General secretary's report
Constitutional Review

We
are trying to re-draft the Students' Association Constitution. This may

sound a very dull task but there are important policy issues which we

hope to address. Amongst other things we need to resolve: the powers and size

of the SRC and the Executive, the powers of General Meetings, how officers

should be elected, how to improve the electoral regulations in order to prevent

corruption in SA elections

To make any suggestions about the powers and structure of your Students'

'Association, or obtain more information and a copy of the present

constitution, please email me at h.greenwell@student.anu.edu.au or leave a

submission at the SA office. We hope to have a final draft prepared by early

May so we need submissions by mid-April.

General Meeting
r

What do up-front fees, the SA Budget, Wadgate and the Indonesian student

movement have in common? They are all subject to debate and discussion at

the next SA General Meeting on Tuesday 15th April at 1.00pm. On the

agenda are many important matters such as: approval of the 1997 SA Budget

(ie how we spend your money), the Returning Officer's report from the 1996

elections, a report from our drag-queen President, Matt Tinning on how the SA

has reacted to the many issues facing students, a motion proposing that the

SA lend political and financial support to SMID (Students in Solidarity with

Democracy in Indonesia), motions supporting the students who occupied the

Administration at UTS and calling on the Vice-Chancellor to reject any up-front

fees for undergraduate students

We want student comment on these issues so please come along.

—Harry Greenwell
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president's
report

matt tinning
sa president

Every
interest group in Australia is counting down the days until Tuesday,

13th May — the day the Federal Budget is to be delivered. It was at this

time last year
— with only a month to go until budget night

— that Amanda

Vanstone told vice-chancellors at a dinner she was attending that they should

prepare themselves for a 12 percent reduction in operating grants over the

next triennium, a suggestion which led to unprecedented anger, and a new

coalition of the peak bodies representing students, academics and vice

chancellors. Twelve months later that coalition has crumbled, and the intensity
of student protest has waned. Many believe that in this environment the

government will feel comfortable further decimating our system of public

higher education.

I wasn't dissuaded from this view by Jackie Kelly, who represented the

government at the National Tertiary Presidents Conference I recently attended.

It was a truly amazing performance by Ms Kelly, who claimed that the

government's higher education initiatives were in line with their pre-election

promises, and that Amanda Vanstone's weight and dress sense prevented her

from consulting with students. She also defended her government's decision to

quarantine Defence from budget cuts on the basis that 'Defence is the only
area of government which cannot be privatised'. It is becoming increasingly
clear that

privatisation, outsourcing and deregulation is almost a religious

pursuit for this government, and I would be very surprised if universities and

their students have experienced' the worst of what the government has in store

for them. No doubt all will be revealed on 13th May.

In the meantime, universities are dealing with the changes contained in the

1996 budget. Sydney has unveiled plans for undergraduate course fees of up to

$110,000 per degree, at Melbourne university the figure is $100,000. Jackie

Kelly suggested that the innovation of allowing universities to charge up-front

fees for undergraduate courses was helping 'the Mt Druitt kids' in her

electorate, who were disadvantaged by merit based entry requirements. It will

be interesting to see how many of these poorer families manage to scrape

together $110,000 per child to take advantage of this new opportunity.

Meanwhile, Amanda Vanstone makes the point that full fee paying places are

additional, to' HECS places, but at the same time reduces the nifmber of HECS

places universities must make available, and creates an environment where

Monash University makes plans to intentionally under-enrol so as to create a

demand for full fee paying places. This is a momentous year for higher
education in Australia. I am sure that in. the future people will reflect upon
what went wrong and herald 1997 as the beginning of the end.

The most important question is whether students can do anything to

minimise the damage. Thanks to everyone who attended the Austudy wedding
on 26th March. I believe that such an event, when part of a national day of

student protest, has the potential to impact upon the decision-making process.

Please also consider making your own individual protests to parliamentarians

in the lead up to the budget. I will be following the example of my predecessor

and mailing a Coalition election pamphlet, promising not to reduce Austudy,

increase HECS, or reduce university operating grants, to every Coalition MP.
'

The Minister's partial back down on the Austudy Actual Means Test shows that

it is possible for student anger to reach the ear of the Minister. Tertiary

students number over 630,000
— if united, an interest group too large for

even this government to ignore.
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Making your own decision about Scientology
The Church of Scientology responds to the article 'Cult of Personality' which appeared in the last edition of Woroni

The
anonymous author of the ar

tide on Scientology in the last

Woroni of March 20, 1997, at least

got a few things right: the descrip

tion and definition of Scientology,

the aims of Scientology, that it is a

religion and a Church.

However, journalistic account

ability having been thrown to the

wind, there followed a mixture of

opinion and fiction.
Objectivity

died

with the defamatory title and the

front cover.

Scientology is a religion in the

most profound sense of the word,

as verified by courts around the

world, including Australia, and re

ligious scholars world wide. It is

concerned with the full rehabilita

tion of man's spiritual self and his

capabilities.

There is nothing mysterious
about Scientology. It defines the

laws of life through a series of axi

oms and maxims. From these fol

low techniques to solve the prob
lems of life. It does not require be

lief — one applies the techniques
,

and finds out what is true for one

self as a result of successful appli

. cation. The proof that Scientology

works is in the myriad of successes

arising daily
from its application.

Spiritual and mental betterment,

the return of one's full individual:

ity and intelligence and independ
ence, are what Diantetics and

Scientology are all about. The au- .

thor implies that because I am a

Scientologist I do not think or judge

for myself. When all other argu

ments fail, it is convenient to sug

gest that a person is unable to think

freely.

'

My work with the Citizens' Com

mission on Human Rights, which

is sponsored by the Church of

Scientology, has brought me in con

tact with people who have experi
enced the mind-numbing misery
and helplessness of psychiatric in

voluntary commitment, complete
with being pumped full of danger
ous drugs against their expressed

will. Once the psychiatrist con

cludes that someone is mentally ill,

it does not matter what that person

says or how intelligently they ar

gue or how salient their points.

Their opinions are nullified, and

everything they say and do is

twisted to fit the picture of their so

called mental illness. That is brain

washing and that is slavery.

The psychiatric profession, work

ing hand-in-hand with massive

drug companies, does not take

kindly to anything which threatens

their multi-billion dollar industry,

or which exposes their litany of

crimes against humanity done in

the name of 'mental healing'.

The true story of Scientology is

that what we do flies in the teeth of

vested interest: we have one of the

most successful drug detoxification

and rehabilitation programs in the

world: a criminal rehabilitation pro

gram without equal; a track record

of exposing human rights abuses of

the worst kind; a history of restor

ing and safeguarding basic

freedoms. -

Scientologists judge people by
their ethics, not the colour of their

skin or their religion .or. their pref
erences as to aspects of their life.

To say that a non-believer is desig
nated a suppressive person is sim

ply ignorant. A suppressive person

is someone who does his utmost to

keep people in his environment

down and who rails at anything

which would improve the lives of

others or lift a society to higher lev

els. The author's description of the

Purification Rundown was way off

target. This rundown is just one of

the many services delivered at a

Church of Scientology. Its sole pur-'

pose is to rid the body of toxins

lodged in the fatty tissues. Even

years after taking drugs, a person

can experience flashbacks when

minute quantities of these drugs are

released into the bloodstream, se

verely clouding someone's thinking

and blocking spiritual and mental

achievement.

The rundown consists of a regi

men of sauna, light exercise — 15

to 25 minutes jogging to get the me

tabolism going
— and vitamins to

replace what is sweated out in the

sauna. Every person, before start

ing, goes for a thorough medical

check-up by any competent medi

cal practitioner, and whilst on the

rundown, is encouraged to eat a

balanced diet composed of all food

groups. The rundown can take as

little as 20 days or a few weeks,

depending on factors such as age,

fitness and extent of drug use. Ex

cept for the .hours spent on the run

down, most people continue their

usual daily occupations.

Ideally, the benefits of

Scientology would be available free

to anyone and all Scientologists

wish they were. The financial sup

port for the Church, its free com

munity programs and social better

ment activities, are funded by . the

donations Scientologists are asked

to give for the services they wish to

receive. Scientologists do not tithe

and no donations are required for

traditional church services such as

weddings, funerals, baptisms.

In any Church of Scientology

anywhere in the world the same

services are delivered exactly the

same. Scientology is tried and tested

and works when applied exactly.

This is why the Church endeavours

to keep -the technology of L. Ron

Hubbard pure, and to protect the

trademarks and copyrights so that

the work is used correctly. When
|

the intellectual copyrights of an

author are not protected, they can

be changed and they lose their

value and workability.

The Church withstood the hand

ful of vehement .critics on the

Internet for some time, taking no

action. Only when the laws of the

land were being violated and the

Church writings were being abused,

copied, changed and ridiculed on

the Net was
legal action taken ,

but

only after communication was at

tempted in order to get the infring

ers to cease their illegal actions. The

actions taken by the Church of

Scientology to protect intellectual

copyrights have been applauded

broadly by many who have fallen

victim to unscrupulous cyberspace

criminals.

One thing is certain: there are

people who act destructively and

others who do a lot of good. We

don't have time to stand around and

moan about how wrong it all is —

we need to get busy doing some

thing effective to fix up what is

wrong with this planet of ours.

For those wishing factual infor

mation on Scientology, I recom

mend they not bother to listen to

other, people's opinions or criti

cisms, but find out for themselves

and make their own decisions.
— Lara Meney

Church of Scientology, ACT

NEWS the kid don't play ? if there was a problem y o
, I'll solve it check out the hook

Second Hand
Book Shop

The Australian National University's

second hand book shop is located in

the Students' Association (above the

uni bar).

Come and check out the great
selection of second hand text books,

or sell some of your own unwanted

books.

The Second Hand Bookshop is open

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays

from 10- 12am.

Meditation with the
j

Sri Chinmoy Centre

Meditation is a means of achieving

inner peace, calmness, mental

clarity... and much more. In fact, it I

can launch you on a journey of true
|

self-discovery. J

By popular request, the Sri Chinmoy
Centre will hold another 4-week

series of meditation workshops at

the ANU Counselling Centre (near j

the Sports Union), 1 p.m. Mondays
from May 12 to June 2. Bookings are

not necessary, but phone 248 0232

for further details.
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soldier of^
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To fight for the ohfWmh
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Thus- goes the unofficial

anthem of the now
defunct Ready Reserve
Scheme. This recruiting

package was put fortflliy

,

the Army and was

t primarily aimed at

^ University students. ANU

p student Patrick Taylor
'V'=;SI®I:'

i gives a personal account

\ of his experience as a

Ready Reserve recruit. §1^
'
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one of the many mem

bers of Generation HECS

who was less than satisfied

with their first year of uni

versity, I was quite easily

seduced by the glossy ad

vertising that challenged
me To Bring Out My Best'.

With thoughts of riding in tanks, rappelling from

helicopters and — no less significantly
—

collecting

large sums of money, I made an inspired journey to

the nearest Army recruiting office, where Honest

John the PR officer revealed the veritable vista of

career options available to me.

The psychological test was the first challenge offered

by the Army. This sharp and penetrating tool consisted,

in total, of one full A4 page of multiple choice, or really

dual-choice (yes or no) questions. I had to thank my lucky
stars that it was only a choice of two, as I have to confess

that I was almost not up to the task. I was very close to

becoming unravelled by two par

ticularly piercing enquiries.

The first was the question
of whether I heard voices

in my head. Technically,

I couldn't hear any Ap?-'*
voices, at least not jr

with the constant 1|k^ 1

howling of the Shadow-Dogs (it's time to kill again...),

but as there was no room for sentence answers I decided

to tick 'no' just to be accurate.

No sooner had I completed this bewildering ordeal than

I was confronted by the next question, and: this one re

ally confused me
— it asked me whether I thought other

;

people could read my mind. I couldn't understand why

they were asking this on paper
—

surely they already

knew, that from the initial mind-reading. At this point the

instructor sat back looking smug and knowing. I realised

that it had to be a trick question and answered a decisive

'no'.

After the challenge of aptitude testing I was ready for

the excitement of the full medical exam — for those of

you lucky enough to have experienced this violation, you

already know the bounty of

pleasures it entails. My spe

cial favourites were 'Take of

all your clothes and lie

there while. I do this' and

'Turn your head and cough
while I fondle these' and

last but certainly not least

hk 'Bend over and spread
those while I look up that'. With the test finally

over, I left with an opened mind and a spring in

my step.

The final segment of this process
— the inter

view — was somewhat of an anti-climax consid

ering the otherwise exciting events so far. The

smilingly stern officer engaged me in casual

chit-chat and not so subtle questions

j^B^^^^j^-^about my girlfriend and

sexual preferences before slapping me on the back and

heartily relating to me his most bigoted hpmophobic joke
— to which (under his scrutinising gaze), I laughed suit

ably heartily.

Your first three months of Army training in Kapooka

begin with the loss of three things: your Christian name;

your hair, and your libido. In respect to the first, all the

newly appointed recruits are placed in complete power of

their respective platoon staff, who thought it would be

better for me to be addressed as Recruit Taylor. More com

monly I was called any, and, on special occasions, even

mixtures and combinations, of the following- 'Poof', 'Fag

got', 'Wimp', 'Pussy', 'Fuckhead', 'Smart-fuck', 'Cunt' or

'Jack-Clint'.

The loss of hair is the most well known and is already

undoubtedly known to

everyone as the crew

cut, which is adminis

tered to everyone, even

those smart-arses who

already had it done to

them before entry to

Kapooka (classic iden

tity segregation for those

eager anthropologists). Not so well known is the fact that

it is a haircut you really want. When you are in the most

xenophobic environment you can imagine, any difference

(ie. hair) can attract attention. You quickly learn that any

attention is bad attention.

Last (and seemingly least) there was the matter of 're

cruit-droop'. For the first time since the first potent push
of puberty thrust me toward all the glory of the morning,

there was nothing — not even a nudge. No wind in the

Sails. No lead in the pencil. Could it have been that we

were having the sedative Bromide shovelled into us via

the cloudy white drinking water we were being forced to

drink a litre at a time? Flaccid, placid and easy to mould.

The rest of the days are a blurred mosaic of memories

of weapon drills, push ups and long runs — made inter

esting by watching your lunch bounce off a tree — and

satisfying by hearing the chain reaction of sympathy vom

iting forming a symphony of retching behind you.

Some other particularly fond memories surge back into

my mind as I remember coming back after 'being out

bush' (like camping — only really shit). Such recollec

tions like not being able to enjoy your first fresh meal in

four days as you know you have about 10 seconds to get

to a toilet after the ration-pack constipating agents give

way. Or having your stomach churn at the unexpected
stench of your own body, and being forced to use the

amazingly strong ammonia smell of your socks to bring

you back from the brink of unconsciousness. Not to for

get the beautiful male bonding that went on as you all sat

around the tube of disinfectant, merrily swabbing your

septic blisters.

These were all precious moments, but I think the fondest

memory I bring* back from- Kapooka was when I had the

misadventure of getting salmonella poisoning. I lost

roughly 10 k'gs in 5 days. My advice to all those people

dieting and exercising with few results is to simply get

hold of some dubious chicken and chow down; After you

leave hospital a week later, you can look at your emaci

ated body and say, 'I did it the salmonella way!' You too

can experience the unique feeling of indecision as your

body decides whether to shit or vomit your stomach lin- 1

ing. . .
,

'

With all these fun happenings, you can just imagine
that time is quickly flying by and soon enough my time at

Kapooka came to an end with the completion of a pinna
cle event: the Passing Out Parade. It is here that you get to

march around with all those bright objects that make Army
personnel so happy — especially the aforementioned shiny
brass and polished boots. It is here also that parents have

the opportunity to come along to be both confused by,

and proud of, their brainwashed children. This poignant
moment is followed by the equally beautiful and sombre

last chance to paint the walls of the Victoria Hotel an

evocative shade of mess hall green and carrot fleck be

fore passing out. The last pleasant surprise was having to

be up at 4:30 the next morning, everyone nursing a healthy
9 pound hangover, to leave Wagga and Kapooka.

Just as with everything else told to me by Honest John

the PR officer at my local recruiting centre, the choice of

career training was just as he had promised, and I was

'Your first three months of Army
training begin with the loss of

three things: your Christian name,

your hair and your libido.'
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faced with the problem of sorting through the astound

ing array of choices lain before me: Infantry or... Infan

try. These were heady days and it was only after a strug

gled procrastination that I decided to go with Infantry.

We travelled to the beautiful city of Brisbane, and un

fortunately then to the not so beautiful area of Greenbank.

It is still hard to try to make a joke about Greenbank, it

wasn't funny then and isn't funny now. Just passing

through the gates of that place brought a chill that skated

down your spine and rested in your stomach as a feeling

of nausea and impending doom.

There were good aspects though — such as the com

munal toilets; after eating the camp food, with its own

special type of freshness, you really did need the encour

agement of your friends as you tried to wrest control of

your rebellious bowels; there was the refreshing and in

vigorating bonus of having cold showers in sub-zero tem

peratures; and most importantly there was the absolute

cheeriness of living in a tent for three months. 'Home

Sweet Hovel...'

At various stages of training in Greenbank I had three

friends hospitalised due to suicide attempts. This started

me thinking that maybe, just maybe, there might have

been one or two questions lacking on the psychological
test in recruiting. The question I would have liked to have

seen on that A4 page would have been this;

When placed under the control of sadists in dismal

environs for extended periods of time, would you
—

a) Go along with gentle good humour,

b) Repress your feelings and emotions to the extent

that you lapse into a zombie-like state of mindless obedi

ence.

c) Take to conversing only with your collection of dead

cockroaches, intermittently attempting to gnaw open your

wrists while muttering softly about how you and the Skip

per only went out for a 3 hour tour.

It was soon clearly evident how badly we all handle

stress. My room-mate from Kapooka took to locking him

self in his darkened room and constantly watching hor

ror films. This is not as innocent as it first sounds — this

young man also happened to be a pathological liar with

a problem with authority. The stable young fellow was

also one of the most accurate shooters to ever go through

Kapooka. ?
?

My room mate in Brisbane also turned out to be an

interesting character. Somewhat refreshingly, he was far

removed from sharing any of the largely psychotic ten

dencies of the last — being more of a depraved sexual

deviant. Adhering to his motto of 'anything with a hole

and a heartbeat', he had a library of exotic tales to both

horrify and amaze. He did lose some credibility by pur

chasing Miss Mermaid — an artificial vagina that was

powered by batteries — as it only satisfied one of his two

requirements.

You may be wondering how I, sitting back with my

holier than thou attitude, handled things. Not really all

that well. I began first with a thorough exploration of

emotive release via alcoholism and mindless violence.

After an exhaustive effort and no satisfying results, my

situation grew worse and I am sorry to say that I was

soon in the downward spiral of incense, Neil Diamond

and Oscar Wilde's poetry.

For those who did not join me in the limbo-like state of

an injured soldier, time went well and fairly easily. Many
of my friends enjoyed their time in 6 RAR (anachronym
for Royal Australian Regiment) and some have even joined

the Army full time and have become career soldiers; Oth

ers were not so happy and were galled every time a De

fence Force advertisement came on showing smiling
models abseiling from helicopters or driving tanks — in

fact these- ads were the closest many of them came to

either helicopter or tank.

Personally I repress most of my memories into a tight .

ball of angst, waiting for the fateful day when I can lift

them out of the cellar to find them matured into a nice

shade of rose-colour, open them up and marvel at the

fine vintage of that year and actually remember the Army
with fondness. As biased as I am, I have to admit that

nothing is all bad, and that there is always some good
that can be rescued from the flaming wreckage. For one,

I have been inspired by the hard truth that there are much

worse things to be doing than playing pool, drinking beer

and pretending to be doing a degree at University. Over

all 1 am glad that I had my year in the Army
— but I

would definitely not do it again. It was with no small

measure of delight that I watched the Ready Reserve

Scheme die the horrible death that it deserved H

(above) Bunk beds don't seem quite as fun in the Ready Reserve dorm rooms

(above) Patrick, looking a little thinner after the

samonella incident

A fantastic deal
Not everyone has a bad experience in the Army. ANU student Matthew Seaton, writes

that his time as an Army reserve member has been both enyoyable and fulfilling.

The
night of the bar slug in 0-week '96 found me at an Army Reserve information night. I'd wanted to

join for some time, and here was my chance. By May I was enlisted in the general reserve and given a

place on the July recruit course.

Recruit courseis.where everyone is taught the.basics of how to be a soldier. It is a very intense time.. For two

to three weeks you learn about navigation, self health, first aid and survival/in the bush. These are skills that

build better citizens, as well as soldiers. Military training teaches of the proud history of the' Australian army,

how to operate as a member of a section and within the larger platoon. In'.addition comes^the 'training in

drill and the safe and effective use of radios and infantry weapons'(the Hfle, machine gun, grenades and

grenade launchers). All this makes for a hectic few weeks. Early mornings and longiiights:mean, that you can

live a longtime, in just 23 days.
:

'
*

''
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friendships. Shared experiences, 5means,that eyeryonevaiways^ascommon, things to talk about. Laughing or

bitching together we, forged mateships)which we'll, keep.fbr the rest of our armys careers'.

All this
took'^lace in^the inter-semesten break of ,1996. Onco/ning back, the, difference ^lifestyles between

uni & the army, left me'feeling like I was returning, from long'holiday, where J'd earned'money rather than

spent it.

' '

''
-

'

Since then I've beeri onTange shooting training weekends,' monthly parade nights, regimental and company
balls (piss-ups that you get paid to attend) and become involved in army sporting activities.

In January, I went on my 2 week annual camp. This is the compulsory element of annual training, nearly

everything else is voluntary. The camp is to brush up basic skills and teach more about our own specific roles

in the army. In my case, the job of being a rifleman. More than anything the camp is a great excuse to run

around in the-bush, get dirty and have a good time. All the while learning skills we hope we'll never have to

use. -

i

*

i . 'V** V
.

«

As a private. in a, university regiment I've had the, opportunity
to work with ADFA and Duntroon'on 'enemy

parties' What this means is that when the Academy' or Dunt'roon have 'warrgame' exercises, we're often

invited to tag along and play the bad .guys. -This js' lots of fun. I've beenio Wagga, Puckapunyal in Victoria

and even Mildura right here in Can b e rra :Maki n g life miserable for the army's future officers,' while they're

still in training.

The army reserve is a fantastic deal. It's a fun hobby where you get paid tax free for the number of days that

you put into it. It's a part time job where your workmates are your friends. Lastly, it's a second career that

can take you as far as you want it to.

— Matthew Seatoh
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Anatomy
of the

student
'

Surely the most scorned and disparaged

sub-group on the entire university
campus is that of the student politician.

They stand in Union Court for hours,
battling the apathy of the general
student body. And yet it seems some of

them are willing to risk rigging elections

to get the chance to do it. The question
is: What motivates them?

Nell Skinner and Melissa Kent take a look

at the human beings behind the election

pamphlets.

We
spend much of our time at uni being harassed by the

student equivalents of Demtel man, Tim Shaw. Just when

you think the political bullshit is finally over, there's more.

The leaflets flow again, decorating the refectory, walls,

college floors, and lecture theatres (often in paper aero

plane format) . Student politicians are praying to the founding fathers of de

mocracy that one day soon the student body en masse will be roused into

action.

For Christ's sake, this is Generation X that they are dealing with. We live,

breathe and smoke apathy. It is they who are odd. From where in our society

do this extraordinary breed of people hail? What have we done to deserve

them?

Many questions were asked, but none of the dedicated student politicians

said anything of the inevitable training that goes into their dogmatic approach
to student harassment. How do they do it? They stand in Union court for hours,

day after day, only to be observed by others with fear and derision. They are

comfortable being ignored when everyone else desperately seeks attention.

They have impenetrable skins. They cannot be rattled. Surely they see the

reality: ,
,

'

'Rally in union court on Wednesday....'
The student avoids eye contact. They cannot escape, they try the quick grab

and -run, the 'thanks, I've already got one', the 'no thanks, but the person

behind me- is really interested', the 'fuck off', or maybe the grin that displays

sheer joy at finding it's a harmless lefty, rather than the man with the smile
'

stickers who gives you something, and then makes a sly snatch for your wallet.

We try^and avoid the student politicians; we tend to think of them as a differ

ent breed..! couldn't be one myself
—

I lack the moral fibre. Admittedly, I have

tried. I spent three weeks in an intense education process, trying to figure out

what the Students! Association was ('the SA' in student politician lingo) before

running for a position as a General Rep. Sadly, I learnt more then than I have in

three and a bit years of uni, and still have no idea what my role would have

'? been.: ? ..
?

.

?

?

.

After talking to the student politicians who have met with electoral success,

I've gathered the shreds of my ego left after the SA elections '95 and have put
them up for psychological analysis. I'm not a good political sort. I get stuck in

a Macca's drive-thru, pondering which McValue meal to indulge in, and at the

crucial point I can't make up my mind. The active young politician does not

experience doubt or indecision. If nothing else can be said for the ANU politi

cal personalities, they definitely share an absolute conviction in their beliefs.

Andrew Beaumont, founder of the campus' new 'Gough Whitlam Society'

suggests that to have any doubt would be to the detriment of one's political

career. You can't get up in the morning, dressed to change the world, only to

think 'what if I am wrong? 'After a week of interviews, I have no hesitation in

recommending nine people who would be good in a video store. Even if they

had taste up their arse, at least you'd be back outside and into the Maltesers

within two minutes. These nine people, with a diverse understanding of social

and economic order, are all unquestionably, boldly, devastatingly right all of

the time.

Scandal

Before we launch into the content of the interviews, there needs to be some

background info. To be in the cool club of the student politicians, you have to

be familiar with the experience of 'Wadgate'. In the SA elections of '96, 146

ballot papers were found bunched together. It has been alleged that all were

written in distinctive and similar handwriting. The SA is currently being threat

ened with defamation proceedings as the result of a report on the affair, written

by William Mackerras, and endorsed by Matt Tinning, (President of the SA).

The most amazing aspect of 'Wadgate' is that somebody wanted to be a stu

(above) Students' Association President Matt Tinning displays the thoughts of the average student politician
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dent politician so much .that they were willing to cheat to achieve it.

Everyone has a different reaction to the manner in which the deceitful Tittle

prank has been handled. Aside from the current investigation into the report by
bored Canberra lawyers, the Labor Club on campus has split into two right

wing factions.

It's fascinating. The politicians care, and the college kids continue to eat at

5:30 every night. No matter who these politicians are, what they do, or what

shit they get themselves into and out of, will more than 17.5% of the student

population vote in the next SA election at the end of the year? And will more

than -80 (a generous estimate!) tired, placid, worn out students attend next

year's National Day of Action (March 26) — quite unlike this year, where they

lost the mission somewhere between the Austudy wedding and the Chancellry
and were politely introduced to 12 baton toting police.

Those who have succeeded...

where lesser mortals have failed

Matt Tinning's little black book led us to representatives of the prominent po

litical groups on campus. Matt appears to be a student politician of a type never

before experienced. He's a conciliator, a pacifier, a listener and a hard worker.

The type of man whom every party claims as its own, the Liberal, the Unionist,

the Socialist, the Communist and the Democrat — Matt answers to any call

from the wild.

William Mackerras, ex-president of the Students Association, is possibly the

most infamous of the student politicians. The man whose name spent 1996

decorating the pages of Woroni, The ANU Reporter, and even The Pulse after his

failed attempt at the Sports Union Treasurership. William has experienced a

long process of evolution. It appears that after three years of ranting and rav

ing, William is on the road to becoming a normal student. Now that he has

stopped representing the student body he has finally learnt to speak in the

student voice. He has been, heard to utter 'politics is boring' and 'student

politicians are a bit pathetic'. William has always admitted that he has done

some things badly and has usually been able to laugh at himself, but how

could it take one clever, articulate young man so long to realise something the

majority of the student population have never questioned? It is not that student

politicians suck. In fact, William probably summed it up when he admitted

that nobody pays any attention, and he just didn't realise. I started to feel sorry

for the new William. He's losing his spark.

What prompts all the passion contained within a student politician? We sim

ply had to ask our interviewees what their political background is, and discov

ered that often their parents are to blame. The outspoken lefties have emerged
from generations of Labor voting, underpaid government workers — parents

being teachers or public servants. Hamish McPherson (Socialist Workers Stu

dent Club) proudly remembers the day in 1988 when he battled Sydney trans

port with his mother to participate in the anti-MetherilT teachers strike. Daddy
Mackerras (Malcolm) is the only parent with a name associated with politics,

and he used to be a Lib. William Mackerras explains his Labor party tendencies

as springing from the social conscience of his mother. Nick Tolley (1996 Liberal

Club President) and Heidi -Zwar (Nick's successor) have conservative parents

and a fairly strong religious background. Nick Tolley vehemently denied the

: insinuation 'tharyoung Liberalslvere brainless' and followed blindly in the path

of their wealthy capitalist parents. James Connor (Democrats club in the mak

ing) has Liberal voting parents, and it took him a year of uni to veer left. It

became apparent the socialisation process of one's youth influences. later po

litical ideals.

Why do they do it?

Genetics only excuses so much. Where is their normality? Their acceptance

that the grotesque monster of apathy will crawl into their subconscious and

leave them nursing a hangover and thinking about sex like it does to the rest of

us? These people are seriously motivated. Matt Tinning, prior to taking office,

was simply confident he would do a better job than any other presidential

candidate. Talking with the Socialists nearly tempted us to begin a rousing

rendition of 'Rainbow Connection'. Amrita Malhi said that she has been ap

We try and avoid the student

politicians; we tend to think of

them as a different breed.

Photo by Tob- C.ippi\«.s

(top) James Connor, Australian Democrat Student Club and

(above) Heidi Zwar, ANU Liberal Club
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plauded and .cheered in lectures after informing students of imminent days of

action. Obviously, she does not study economics. ?

Amrita and Hamish are both personally involved because they believe the

present capitalist system needs to be changed to meet the needs of ordinary

people — an aim met through unity and action. Apathy serves no purpose in

furthering their cause. They care enough to take time out from the uni bar and

fight to inspire students to rally alongside them. There is nobility in it some

where. Strangely, they believe student politics is important.' All the pollies per- ;

ceive their role is to inform students of a better way of doing things. For exam

ple, Martin litis (Resistance) believed his contributions were helping to create a

better society through the education of the student population. There is a whole

world out there that needs their help, and they are happy to put their good
names on the line to advocate what they believe in (it seems there is a bit of ^
John Proctor in us all). If

Nearly all of the student politicians we interviewed declared that they were
|

l

not in student politics simply as a stepping stone to greater things. So why the W
hell do they do it? James Connor (Democrats) and William Mackerras (Labor

Students Club) could not understand why some student politicans got involved

unless there was an underlying ambition, though William said that he. person

ally didn't get much out of his political stint. The formation of the Democrats

club is providing James with the opportunity to jumpstart his political destiny
— he wants a job with the national Democrats. Nick Tolley joked that attention

deficiency could have motivated him into participation, but stated that he is

proud to be a spokesperson for his Liberal ideals. Heidi Zwar (Libs) has grown

out of her high school ambition to be PM, with ANU politics quashing some of

her drive. She now wants to work in Parliament House, not run .it, and knows

of previous ANU Liberal Club members who are lending a helping hand to

Howard.

The student politicians drink too much like the rest of us, (well; most of them

do) — they just care a bit more. They suffer the same cruel obstacles in the

course of their degrees. All were pissed off with the swap of the library doors,

suspecting perhaps that the administration is alienating later year students to

distract us from higher fees, larger classes, and our HECS and GSF paying for

useful renovations. They get involved because they can be bothered. Students

are supposed to be shit stirrers. We're the voice of dissent, and we are letting

other people do it for us. The self appointed student politicians are our repre

sentatives on campus. They try their hardest to ensure that students don't get

walked over by ANU cost cutting measures. They save us from having to think

for ourselves. If only they would start summarising our lectures for us, prepar

ing our lab reports, and getting our names marked off the tute lists each week.

Bastards, they don't work hard enough.
?

Talking to the political participators was inspirational. At least if they miss

their lectures they're not sitting around watching Ricki Lake. They have to get

us off our lazy arses and ease us into politics slowly. We can't go from severe

apathy to full involvement overnight.

Yet the poor old student pollies do take themselves a little too seriously, and

need to spend some quality time with the reformed William 'Man about town'

Mackerras. The moment has come when they are forced to realise that other

students (us) simply don't give a shit. Perhaps we should. The administration

of the ANU is worth thinking about. Contemplate voting in the next campus
election. The politicians are working for you. But keep in mind for fuck's sake
— it is just student politics #

No matter who these

politicians are, what they.do,
or what shit they get

themselves into and out of,

will more than 17.5% of the

student population vote in the

next SA election at the end of

the year?

[?]

(top) Martin litis, Resistance and

(above) ex-Students' Association

President William Mackerras
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9 Jo, 9 Jo, 9 Jo
year you were a bridesmaid for a high school

g Aiuddy. You can count six marriages, three babies

f and a divorce from your Year Ten class. And the girl

c ^in
' with the hair in your Pol Sci tute has a suspicious

looking ring. ,

'

?

|
Welcome to adulthood. That's right, each of these elements,

I if seen individually, may not seem like much, but together

| they provide irrefutable evidence. Students get married too.

And wp'tp nnt talkinp matiirp appfl stndpnts whn havp Alreadv

clocked up years of experience juggling a spouse before they

even consider .studying. We're talking about the sheltered

straight-fromrhigh-school-looking-for-a-good-timfe type.'It could

happen to your best friend. It could happen to you.

But why? Why would 'anyone in their right minds decide to

make the ultimate commitment when they have difficulty

enough getting essays in on time, not to mention scraping to

gether the money for a pizza and video on Saturday, night.

After all, isn't marriage nothing more than an outdated, and

anachronistic institution designed to perpetuate the patriar

chal classes and up held only by the same conservative major

ity
who'd elect a Liberal government?

? ?

Once upon a time there was a reason to marry, if only to

avoid being burnt at the stake a la Jade the Obscare. Putting

aside the moral and social advantages, your tax life was made

much simpler if you could slot neatly into one of the two boxes

on your form, back in the days when there was no 'other'. But

in the enlightened nineties, with long term but free thinking

relationships' the flavour of the month and a social and legal

system which is increasingly (if not yet entirely) supportive of

'de-facto' relationships, what is the point? After all, live to

gether for a year and you essentially get all the rights of a

spouse, without having to remember yet another date. Valen

tine's Day is hard enough — who needs an anniversary too?

Yet despite all this, people are still getting' married. More

surprisingly, students are still getting married. University is

somehow failing in its duty as the last bastion against mecha

nisms of the church and state. So, to return to the original
'

question; why? It seems the answer is as old, and as obvious,

as the hills. Love. L'amour. Be it stardust in your eyes, or cupid

on your shoulder, despite the cynicism which supposedly per- -

vades today's society, love is still in style.

Take Sean, a 23 year-old Philosophy student ,who became

engaged and married to a -22 year old in her honours' year.

They- had been together for four years, and lived together (in a

O 7/ioJos
f)y f/ame.s O^ainler. Zf/ie models in tfiese p/iofos a/'e pi-ofessionafs

in no

may
connected to t/ie

s/oiy.
*-

\ -*£**
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group house) for a significant portion of that time. They were

happy, committed and convinced they would be together for

the rest of their lives, so why rock the boat? 'When people
find out you're married, you tend to see surprise and shock in

their voices and faces. But this is something between two peo

ple. I can see why people don't understand it. It's different for

everyone ... It was something we wanted to do . It was the right

time' -

This seems to sum up the attitudes of married and engaged

students across the board. In fact, when

asking around, the reasons for marriage
were almost eerily similar. Rebecca, a first

year student studying Communications at

the University of Canberra, became en

gaged earlier this year and plans to marry

in September. And why? 'Obviously be

cause we're in love. We decided we'd get

married sooner or later, so we chose

sooner rather than later. . . We had purely

romantic reasons. We really wanted to

make the commitment. It felt right'. Kate,
....

... |

a continuing CIT student who lived with

her husband for a year before marriage,

cites pretty much the same motivations:

'We 'wanted to. We knew we'dliTtogether, so we decided to

make it official.'

A 1958 survey of married students performed at the Univer

sity of Arizona found that one of the main advantages of mar

riage is its stabilising effect upon the otherwise volatile stu

dent lifestyle. Could this be the motivation behind such un

warranted romantics? As Sean says 'It depends what you mean

by:stability. If it [the marriage] is based entirely on a need for

stability, it's not worth it, especially if stability has static con

notations. It has a lot to do with environment. Any habitual

; environment becomes inevitably stable. It depends if you want

to live this way or another.
'

In fact, if any motivation exists beyond the purely romantic;

it seems to arise almost entirely out of the student instinct to

rage. As Lachlan, Rebecca's fiance, says: 'Marriage is a great

excuse for a party.' Sean, too, feels there are advantages to the

actual wedding — 'When you know you'll be with someone

for the rest of your life you can decide to stay together and not

get married or you can have a fun wedding. It's a celebration'.

If nothing else, it provides a novel way of spending the week

end. And a great excuse for a honeymoon.
In all, stake-burning conservatism seems to have little influ

ence upon the student's decision to marry. In fact, not one of

the students interviewed rated social pres

sure as relevant to their decision at all.

Take Rebecca's example: 'My family was

surprised if anything. Both my and

Lachlan's parents got married young and

are still together and madly in love. They
inspired us. But there was no pressure.'

Kate is an active participant in her church,

but even she felt little pressure to marry

rather than live together. 'There may have

been some background noise at church,

but not enough to make a difference.
'

In fact, if social pressure was felt at any

point in the decision, it was in relation to

life after the honevmoon. Just because stu

dents are getting married doesn't mean they're buying into the .

patriarchal institution. 'We didn't get marriage to settle in sub

urbia' says Sean. 'Some people's attitude to marriage is you
?

move into suburbia and start making your way up to a good
job, kids etc. We didn't really feel any outside pressure to get

married and settle down, but there is a certain attitude in soci

ety that this is what marriage means. We didn't want to suc

cumb to that crap. Marriage often becomes just another cat

egory people force on you. It doesn't have to.'

Although they see themselves as. a 'we' to some degree, in

planning for the future he and his wife try to maintain their

individual identity. 'Marriage obviously complicates planning
?

for the future, but we try not to restrict each other. When I

finish my degree I'm planning to go overseas for six months
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while-she stays behind. I don't think it will be a problem, but

you do have to make sacrifices'. Rebecca, on the other hand,

embraces -a unified future. But even this does not mean plans
for a house and two point six children. 'We want to finish uni,

then live overseas for a few years before we come back to

settle here. Maybe we'll start a family in about ten years.'

So if a student marriage doesn't mean a house and kids,

what does it mean? Sean himself admits that, having lived

together prior to the marriage, their lives haven't changed much.

He and his wife have the usual student economic problems.

Sean works part-time whilst completing his studies. His wife,

having just finished her degree, also works. Despite the Austudy

advantages of student marriage, which have been much publi
cised in the recent protests over government cuts to student

support, marriage provided no particular financial advantage

to this couple. She already qualified for independent Austudy

whilst he had been at university too long to qualify for any

government support. As for fitting marriage in around the stu

dent schedule: 'Living together you don't have too many prob
lems with spending time together. Honours makes the whole

thing more stressful, but that would be the same in any rela

tionship.'

The one thing which must suffer is the student lifestyle. It's

difficult to cruise the bars with a spouse in tow, even without

the mortgage and kids. Plus there's the embarrassment of be

ing the only cheerleader with a husband. But Sean doesn't

think marriage has cramped his style at all. 'Playing the field

has never interested me. Most people playing the field just

seem to be. looking for something long term, if you felt you'd
found the right person and neglected that to play the field, its

pointless.'

Yet the fact remains that, despite the stability, the compan

ionship and the party, most students still choose not to take

the plunge. So no matter how many times you've have been

stuffed into a peach-coloured toilet-roll cover and forced to

waddle down the aisle in front of a peer you haven't seen since

third grade, the vast majority of your lab group is likely to

remain unmarried for a very long time. And, in the interests of

a rounded perspective, why? 'We didn't really feel any outside

pressure, and we don't believe in it. It puts stress on a relation

ship'. Vicki is one of the near-married, sharing a house and a

one year old child with her partner of several years. Yet the

couple have never felt the need to marry, and have no plans to

do so in the future. 'I don't think it would make a difference to

our practical lives, but it might emotionally. It's not an essen

tial part of who we are, morally or anything. I think we'll be

together forever, though there are never any guarantees... I

don't believe in the whole religious side, making all those un

realistic vows in front of God and everything. It would be hard

to be part of a relationship others didn't treat seriously, but

since we have a child even social security considers us mar

ried. Also, the money's a big thing, unless you parents pay. If

we had the money for a wedding, we'd probably use it to go

overseas.' Skip the wedding, go straight to the honeymoon#

uiQ)e- want

to finish

uni.

jKau6e

we yff

s tart a

family in

about ten

years.
;;

[?]
? the' past few weeks, with student protests against Austudy cuts coming to a head/

,-^^^|the -financial, advantages of marriage, which makes both -partners legally independ-\;-^i:|2|^
I? WXv and hence able to gain Austudy without reference to their parents' income, have*?..

touted. These protests
climaxed in a mock wedding a few weeks ago

'^^f&nion court, the point being that a marriage may end up being the only-way

jNnY students to gain access to the means to attend university. ^
Carnages » of convenience seem unlikely to be the student craze of

theTiijneti&/v^^;^p
fM|^;%fter all, ,w,e at Woroni were unable to find anyone who was actually willing to entef

?

-
? ? ?
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m°tivated marriages. Says Rebecca: 'Being able to get Austudy ber

cause we're married will obviously help, but that's not why we're getting married.^;; j

Gettirig married, or even hurrying into marriage, just to get Austudy would be point-
;

, -j

^^^^^|{less.iThere's
too much at stake.'

'
'

„

'

^^^v^M^^Sean, married philosophy student, is even more o.utsp;oken: 'It's ridiculous. There

%too many complications, too many labels attached to marriage to make it

for money. It's individual for each couple. It's a very personal thing.' .

^
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[?]
Our Richard Marx in:

Marxie and the

kiss of death

Marxy's
'Manhattan Blues', written and

recorded in his luxurious Beverly Hills

abode, had been released to a conspicuous
absence of raving, panting and adoring: Ri

chard's manager assured him that this'was

because the world was just not ready for
„

the raw, pure energy of the soul-searching

ballads. 'Ain't Got no Acid to Wash My
Jeans', 'Can't Find My Hairbrush' and 'I'm

fiorea ana NODoay wants to .nay vvitn Me

had left all but the most fanatical fans sur

prisingly unmoved.

Richard drifted to the window and looked

out on the annoyingly spacious grounds and
.

.

irritatingly large swimming pool. The but

ler peeked around the door and quietly in

quired whether Sir would care for some fresh

party pies.

'Bon Jovi, Lthought I told you to call me

Elvis. I simply won't reply to anything else.
.

And get your stinking stupid party pies out

of my face.'

'Certainly/ Elvis,' the butler replied with

a bow and exited. ' '
?

Richardfrowned and followed the serv

ant, stamping his boots severely.

'I guess I will have some of your stupid

pies, if I have to.' he said in a huff, and

proceeded to scoff down the whole plate on
'

the spot, dribbling Pop's tomato sauce down

His chin.

The faithful servant knew his job, and

piggy backed Richard to his room after this

feast, where Richard sighed as loudly as he

could and 'accidentally' ripped his teddy
bear's head off. Then he went to his ham- -'

burger phone and demanded to speak to his

manager.

'I'm bored. I don't have anything to do,
-

and nobody likes me. Even Bon Jovi, hates
'

me and my teddy bear's b-b-broken!' he

complained and promptly burst into tears.

? 'Why not write 'some new songs? Get back

to your roots and write a romantic ballad?',

'No.' Richard replied.

'Well... you 'could invite some of your

friends over
'

'No. Don't have any,' Marxie pouted.

'What about that-nice Gene fellow?'

- 'He doesn't like, me
'

'Of course he does! He was
just telling

me the other day that he'd like to get'tb;
;

gether with you some time.'

-

'

'Really? '. Richard replied, his face bright

ening and his tears already drying fromjthe
heat- of His ;now flushed cheeks

'Really
'

Richard had heard all he needed

to know and hung up the phone He dialled i

'again.
'

.

~

x

; 'Gene, Richard. My place, pronto:'' he -

?demanded, then he put 'God Gave Rock' n'

Roll to You' on the stereo as loudly as pos

sible and painted a star around his eye with

?eyeliner. When the fellow rock star arrived

on the doorstep, Richard looked with sur

prise through the peep-hole. Why, this fel

low had no make up on at all! And he kept

his tongue firmly inside his mouth! Who was

this imposter?

Richard opened the door

'Right. Against the wall.
'

Marxie oidered
^

? ;

and
lingeringly,

frisked him.

'Now just who are you?' ,

'Richard, it's me! Gene' Simmons!'

'Yeah, and I'm Richard Marx,' Richard

snappily* replied, realising too late that he

was. Marxie concealed his blunder by

quickly demanding to see the stranger's

tongue. The stranger revealed himself to be

- the popular and; suggestive musician upon

opening his mouth and unrolling a consid

erable length.

'It is you!' Richard cried and 'welcomed

Gene in with open arms.

It was an extremely pleasant afternoon for

all concerned. Copious amounts of Jim Beam

were consumed, Richard used Gene's tongue
as a skipping, roperand, most importantly,

much jamming was done.

'With my lyrics and your music, we could

have a hit!' Gene slurred. After an hour of

jamming Gene amended this to:
~ '

-

'

.'With my lyrics and my music, I could

have a hit and you could perform at my con

cert!
'

Another hour and Gene made another

alteration:

'With my lyrics and, my .music, I could

have a hit and you;can have a free ticket to

my concert!' Richard, star-struck/agreed.

After Gene left, Richard walked around

in a daze. Gene was so fim to be with! In

his. joy and elation he penned one of the

heart-warming ballads his manager had sug

gested. It was titled 'Kiss my Genes' and

naturally became a hit.

.Richard waited for Gene's call of congratu
lations and .thanks for this tribute, but it

never came. In desperation Richard called

Gene, whose only mysterious utterance be-'

fore slamming down the phone was:

'I'm not that sort of boy, Richard!'

.Richard was mortified and perplexed,

'puzzled and confused. Thoughts of suicide

flitted through his mind. He would crash his

car like James Dean, choke on a 'sandwich
like Mama Cass or choke on vomit like Jimi

Hendrix. Death by bath was eventually de

cided upon as the-most rock n' roll, and the

most pleasant. However, Marxie was clue

less as to how Jim Morrison had managed
this feat of expiration.

Richie climbed into his fur-lined bath and

turned the wange laminex hot tap. He

thought a ye ry hot bath might just do the

trick, but when the steaming water crept up

tq'his
toes he 'screamed and shot out of the

'tUb-/; ;

'Y 'A little cold water never prevented any

-one from dying' Richie rationalised and fi

nally eased himself into a very comfortable /

bath. He waited for half an hour and when

he didn't die soaped himself with strawberry .

soap from the Body Shop and left the bath
room as clean as a new

pin. . ; .
.

'This death business is too difficult';he''
-

decided and, warm and sleepy, curled up in
'

his round-like-a-record bed. What usually- ,

follows followed, with no more thoughts of

demise clouding that relatively famous, rela-'! ;

tively attractive face.
'

'

'

—Sarah Hutchincs*
,

L ?

° J

Calling all losers, deviants and perverts |

Lick It Up is beginning two new sections in next month's paper that promise to deliver

the kind of quality salaciousness about which the Great Aussie Post could only dream.

The first section is entitled 'Your Problems Answered: With Dean and Rob from

Television's The Curiosity Show.' If you have a particuarly filthy problem then Dean

and his 'partner' Rob will be only to happy to do their best to pry and, with luck, make

matters worse for you.

The second section is entitled 'True Confessions' and promises more vouyeristic

pleasure than even regular readers of Woman's Day currently enjoy. Ever had sex in a

lift, ever urinated on a bouncer in a Gold Coast Nightclub? We want to hear about it.

Simply address .all .your problems and confessions to 'Lick It Up' and drop them

^into
the Woroni office - and remember, discretion is assured.
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Our man at UCan
UCan Man dishes dirt as he wanders through the Belco Mall Uni

i

? —

? ? — —
?

— ? —

? ;
?

? ?

People
ask: Is the enigmatic University of Canberra an elaborate make-up job to conceal a College

of Advanced Education? Do students really graduate by virtue of their talent, or the thickness of

their wallet? Is it a fact that at their refectory every order of chips and gravy comes with a free

Bachelor of Admin.

In response, I (under the pseudonym of The UCan Man) devised a dangerous and rather wacky
scheme. I would act as a spy around Canberra Uni, disguised as an over-groomed Public Servant with

a cheap Lowes suit and an imitation leather briefcase.

For months I sauntered, admiring the splendour of the gray-brick, numbered buildings whose style

of architecture would make a Bauhausian toilet block gaudy in comparison. Eventually, figuring I was

clearly one of the fauna, I snuck into a dark, sterile, empty room. To the untrained eye this room

would seem to be a cleaner's closet; it was in fact the social hub of UCan — the Bar.

I recalled wasting an evening here when I was one of the few who unwittingly ventured to the Bar

during 'Stone Night'
— UCan's biggest (and only) night of the year. This evening of drunken antics

doesn't simply take its name from the personalities attending UCan, but from the first boulder to ever

graduate from a University, at our very own UC.

Crossing the room, I noticed beside a philharmonics' notice-board plastered with posters of vintage
artists such as 1927, Bon Jovi, and Jimmy Barnes, a small group of students engaged in intense

conversation. One member carried an outdated copy of the Socialist Worker; another donned a risque
T-shirt titled 'Hanson is racist white trash'; and all had mellow, 'environmentally friendly' tones of

voice. Clearly they were the under-dressed, upper-middle-class Students' Representatives. Listening

in, I could hear their leader planning a flour bomb raid on ANU for unwarranted, defamatory publica
tions in Woroni against UC. Therefore, feeling my position threatened I pushed through the crowds (of

empty chairs), and left the Bar through one of its many exits.

Several weeks later I managed to sneak into the Lecturers' lounge. Upon entering, several Commu

nication Lecturers trapped me in a stilted conversation about 'Postmodern Neo-Crapism effects on the

media'. I gathered this philosophical chicanery was not only designed to obscure truth, reality and

real communication, but academic scrutiny of their under-qualifications.

Overwhelmed by this intellectual charade, I bid the mediocrity farewell, only to encounter another

group of poseurs
— the prattling student clique at the Iguana Cafe (Canberra Uni's mini-Manuka).

After decorating myself in over-priced lycra, I strutted through a courtyard full of snot-noses with

parent-paid lifestyles and blowrwave hairstyles like the cast of Beverly Hills 90210: The Movie. Unable

to bear the smell of imitation Chanel No. 5 any longer, I decided to abscond from the University.

Thus, by venturing incognito though this concrete jungle, having a wild time at the bar, and meet

ing many intriguing, bubbling personalities I managed to uncover some of the mystery about this

TAFE posing as a University.

Yours in confidence,

The UCan Man, BEcon, DSc, Doctor of Pillory.
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If I was

If I was a sailor I'd sail straight to you,

If I was a tailor I would make a suit of blue,

If I was a sculptor I'd carve you pretty things,

If I was a nightingale together we would sing.

If I was a bird it would be you that I'd fly too,

and if I was a
prostitute

I'd give you a fuck.

1

A Poem About Confusion

The Twisting paths that end so abruptly

In our lives

The scattered shards of warmth

Filtered without compromise

Undying love

Undying presence

Like a thing in nature that I talk about

Even though I live in the city

Like a sentence that should take up one

Line

but instead the last words are

Written seperately

And don't rhyme
J

A pointless discussion

about acne

Most
of us have been at least a couple of rounds with that Inter

national Teenage Angst Federation's heavyweight champion
of the world, acne, in our adolescent years. I know I sure did — I've

got the scars to prove it. My acne period was a very depressing time

in my life, a time that ultimately spawned a plethora of overwrought

angst filled cries for help written on an acoustic guitar in my bed

room and led me, in a roundabout way, to joining a band.

Taking a look around the rock world. It has become apparent that

perhaps I was not the only one who had his creative engine fuelled

by pus and I have begun to form a theory that an acne problem
bestows on a soul a higher than average probability of joining a

band.

1. The Good Looking Acne Survivor

Some guys just always land on their feet. Imagine the feeling of

victory as your years of emotional torment slide away once you join

a band get famous and become a sex symbol. This must surely be

the number one reason why acne survivors join bands. In no pursuit

is it more possible to be ugly and yet still sexy. I guess if your head is

plastered across magazines the world over people make a subcon

scious decision to get beyond the acne pitted surface and find some

thing else about you to like. It is as if people say.'Hey I'm looking at

this guy's face at least once every thirty minutes, so I may as well

make it pleasurable. Actually he's got really nice eyes and lovely
hair. Hey he's gorgeous!'

Look at Michael Hutchence. His face has more craters than the

Sea of Tranquillity, but he is universally acknowledged as a very

sexy guy. If Michael was a chartered accountant he'd probably struggle
to make any impression down the pub on a Friday night but he's a

rock star, he's 'special', and people have discovered that, despite his

features being totally acne ravaged, as features go they're actually

very pleasant.

2. Acne is no barrier to the Serious Artiste

This is the category that I want to get into. I'm not spunky enough
for the number one side but I reckon I'm just about a big enough try

hard, poseur to make the 'A Team', even if only as 12th man. For

mine, the captain of the 'A Team', the Bradmanesque figure of acne

.?,/ scarred ugly guys who still make it, is Michael Stipe. Stipey has a

couple of very ordinary looking craters at the top of his nose something
akin to the rough outside leg stump that Shane Warne aims for, or

maybe a spot mid pitch where Greigy stuck the keys in a bit too

hard. If Michael's nose was an Olympic ski jump the top part, would

be where protesters had vandalised it to thwart the competion, in

much the same way that vandals dug a hole in the pitch and poured
oil in at Leeds during the Aussies' 1975 tour of England.

Let's face
it, Stipe has beaten acne and more power to him. Peo

ple are too busy listening to what comes out of his mouth to be

bothered looking at the head from which the mouth was forged. If

you can elevate yourself to 'Serious Artiste' level your problems are

over. Don't even bother with the Glearasil the scars may well just

add that slightly tortured haunted look that you should be looking

for to round off your image.

3. Want to play Indie Rock? Pimples are an advantage
OK now it gets hardcore. Sure there's a few Evan Dandos that spoil

the bunch but for the most part there is no better place in all music

to turn a crusted collection of cicatrices to your advantage than in

alternative rock. Pallid, skinny frames, bad posture, greasy hair and

awful complexions are all de rigueur in the grungy world of 90s

guitar music. There are a few more exhilarating sights than that of a

skinny, wasted looking guitarist whose lank, greasy hair drips oil

into the a crop of festering facial sores while he stares at his shoes

watching pus leak onto the floor.

Lee Ranaldo from Sonic Youth is my darkhorse in this event. He

is old enough for his volcanoes to no longer be active, a fact that is

important given that I doubt that as a society we have truly come to

terms with our squeamishness in the face of fresh, erupting cancers.

He also has ultimate credibility
—

acne always looks best on the

nerdy sideman who's actually underneath the relief map of a face,

the intellectual powerhouse of the group. You know that when Lee

was a. kid he sure as hell wasn't going out on dates, giving him all
.

the more time to be sticking Dad's screwdriver set under the strings

of his guitar and trying to coax feedback out of Mum's blender.

So next time an ugly red spot appears on your cheek take as com

fort the fact that pimples changed the course of post-punk rock and

get thee to a guitar shop.

—Andrew Cox

Anderew Cox is the lead singer of Melbourne band The Fauves. this

article originally appeared in the second edition of their own publica
tion, Shred.
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Quality Work/Travel Program For Students Aged 20-28
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Work, Travel, Play
in the USA December -

April.

Choice of jobs across the XJSA:

®Ski Areas ©Outdoor Education Programs
©National Parks ©Vacation Resorts

» Guaranteed Job offer
» Heavily discounted airfares

Earn Money, Travel & Work with Friends

Fully Comprehensive Insurance

Work A Travel Visa

Orientations

imply Now for the Best Jobsll

K^yformoreinlo^
\jV CampCounselors USA ^l|(

, (02)92233366 r n

I Use The Sydney Morning Herald and The Australian Financial Review to keep up to date on local, I

national and world events, economic trends and community affairs.
I

I Present your student ID at the Campus Newsagency to purchase 10 vouchers for half the cover price of I

j

The Sydney Morning Herald or The Australian Financial Review.

I

Vouchers are redeemable only with the Newsagent on Campus. I

j
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Places to take your parents:
Boffins and Vivaldi

Vivaldi, in the ANU Arts Centre off

University Ave, is a great place for a

damn good spoiling of the senses.

The owner and chef, Tony Wood,
serves up some great dishes inspired

by European and Asian cuisine.

With a relaxed, intimate atmos

phere and unpretentious service, the

half-shade of Vivaldi courtyardpro
vides the perfect on campus setting

for any special occasion. While the

restaurant itself is tastefully deco

rated, the courtyard should be ex

perienced before autumn chills the

air.

Its location makes Vivaldi the

ideal place for a pre-theatre dinner

or an on campus lunch. If you are

looking -for quality and value the

buffet lunch is a great option, aimed

at the discerning foodie but reason

ably priced at $15, happily throw

ing in that student mantra 'all you

can eat'.

The a la carte menu lacks serious

vegetarian options, although the

vegetarian lasagne made from filo

pastry is fantastic and comes highly

recommended, but not for those

fainthearted in the dairy product

department. There is also a selec

tion of great wines on offer and BYO

bottled wine is welcome if you are

on a budget.

Desserts at Vivaldi are a definite'

highlight, right up there with the

fairy lights
—

pricey but a glorious

indulgence. Combined with great

coffee, Vivaldi makes for a pretty

persuasive 'let's do coffee and des

sert'. ?

Vivaldi is seriously worth consid

ering as a post-graduation dinner .

venue, particularly if you don't mind

spending the money on something
a bit more special than a Plough
man's hamburger and Coke.

— Kate Booth & Nico Roehrich

(above) Hang out with the post-grads at Boffins in University House

i n d the Vegas are
j

t

I

— — — —

\

Vivaldi

address: ANU Arts Centre

phone: 257 2718

opening hours:

lunch: Mon-Fri 12-2 pm
Dinner: Mon-Sat 6-10 pm

average prices:
entrees — $6.90-$12.90

mains — $10.90-$19.00

desert
—

$8.90
Wines range from $14.90-$47

V J

Boffins at University House is a din

ing experience on campus like no

other. Old Canberra charm meets

modern Australian food in a com

fortable, discreet and friendly set

ting. This is a restaurant to come for

a special occasion or if your parents

are paying! Although given the qual

ity and generosity of the food and

service, prices are not unreasonable.

We had a long and relaxed lunch

and much appreciated the humour

and fantastic service of our hostess

. Ute, who made us feel very much at

home in our clubby surrounds. A

little disconcerting was the fact that

a close neighbour was our beloved

Vice Chancellor, trading in the op

portunity of appearing at a National

Day of Action for a Boffins' business

lunch. A good move on his part for

the food was, on the whole, very

pleasant.

.

Boffins does a Business Lunch

and Special Luncheon deal ($17.50

and $18.50) which could be a good
move. The Chef also is happy to ca

ter for special dietary requirements.

As part of the Business Lunch we

sampled a delightful, zesty Thai

chicken and coriander soup and a

main of Smoked Chicken piled high

with sculptural Kumera chips. Both

were excellent — the soup a high

light. The service was
friendly and

quick, the plates and cutlery chunky.

Another entree that took our fancy
was the

char-grilled venison sausage

with a saffron, wattle seed, and

sweet potato mash on a rosemary

jus ($9) . Great presentation and a

colourful and tasty array of sausage,

roast capsicum, basil and mash. My
favourite dish was the Asian inspired

grilled kangaroo fillet ($18). The ten

der roo reclining , in warm, earthy

juices and accompanied by bok choy
and shitaki mushrooms.

The food was
plentiful and came

with side vegetables. Boffins has a

great walk-in wine cellar and we

washed down our meal with a re

markably smooth 'House' red ($4).

Boffins is an unexpected and wel

come surprise in ANU/Canberra din

ing. Treat yourself.
—Daniel Joyce

/ \

Boffins

address: University House, cnr

Balmain Crescent and Liversidge

Street, Acton.

phone: 2495285

opening hours:

Lunch: Mon-Fri 12-2pm
Dinner: daily from 6 pm

average prices:
entrees — $8-10
main — $15-19
dessert — from $6

byo: not available, but an

extensive wine list.

Mum's Fruit

Loaf: a taste

of home

[?]

This fruit loaf is a delicious and'

I healthy snack that- keeps wellJ
'

wrapped in alfoil.

Ingredients:

.1 cup bran or muesli

1 cup dried fruit mix (preferably
sans glace cherries)

nearly a whole cup of raw sugar
1 cup milk or orange juice

1. Preheat the oven to approximately
170 degrees centigrade.

.2. Mix all the
ingredients. , :j

3. Let it all soak for about an hour.

4. Once all the ingredients are

soaking happily, add 1.5 cups of

self-raising flour and mix thorougly.

5. Grease a loaf tin or any cake tin

handy.

,6. Pour all the delicious mixture into

the tin and pop in the oven for

about an hour (usually takes a little r

bit longer). Voila — really delicious

stuff that lies somewhere between a

cake and a loaf of bread. Cheap too.

You can add chopped dried apricots
:

or mashed banana for a different
.' -;

flavour to
please your friends.

; Warning
— this cake does not last,

'

'
'

-long in. a house of young adults.-
'

y'.\
:Make more than one to keep tempers- -

..
at bay.

(above) Hot dates

campus look

[?] [?]
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Cheap hits: Coffee

under two dollars

In
these days of hunger and

Howardcuts, when we need sol

ace more than ever, the quest for a

cheap (under $2) cappuccinoto

go assumes desperate proportions.

The temperature is dropping, but

Calypso's prices aren't — where

should we turn for that steaming
hit of caffeine?

We began the search for the Ul

timate bargain Coffee: a chocolaty

fairyland of froth, fragrant of

freshly ground beans and sunshine

and mirth, with rich yet
subtle fla

vours of Jamaica, enchanting, in

expensive, and in a foam cup.

Needless to say, no way Jose. As

our sampling progressed, 'inoffen

sive' became the mark of distinc

tion. We even tried Ampol, which

was an experience. Not a fun one.

For $1.50 we watched a uriney

stream emerge from rusty pipes,

mix with 'milk' and form some

thing very odd in a cup. Sorrento's

(the place next to Mama's) was the

same price, and while it shouldn't

make you fear for your life, buy

ing your own Nescafe 'and

styrofoam is a better option. Un

believably at Sorrento's,' takeaway

cappuccino is Nescafe with froth;

disregard the Vittoria signs.

Although the coffee tasted of the

cup and UHT use was suspected,

Macdonald's was comparatively

good. After/chiselling through the;

resilient froth and pondering a cer

tain je ne sais quoi in the after

taste, this turned but to be not a

bad cup. In terms of taste UFC (see

table below) wins hands down.

Mother makes a gutsy brew which

tastes great and provides the re

quired hit Foi $1.20 Mother is

worth walking to, but unfortu

nately Macdonald's prevails in

value and convenience. Bummer.
— Lana G Nadj & Juliet Edeson

,
^ ... y.e \

!. i
'

(above) This coffee would probably cost more than two dollars

LiFESTYLE pumping* quick to the point, to the point no faking ? cooking MCs like a p o u n

|o

Count to ten: Drink Driving

- legcti ease ?

In
the ACT, police have the power

to stop the driver of any motor

vehicle on a public road or in a pub
lic place and require them to un

dergo a breathalyser test, or a

'screening',
test in police jargon.

If you are pulled over and tested

by the police for over enthusiastic

rnnsnmntinriVif ailrnhnl ivni ill will V

be asked to speak into the testing

device. This is the initial screening

to ascertain whether there is any

alcohol present.

If the screening detects 'alcohol, v

you will be asked to blow into the

device (through a sterile mouth

piece) to measure exactly how

much alcohol you have in your sys

tem. An accurate measurement is

necessary in case any charges are

laid and the matter goes to court.

So, let?s assume alithelights'are;

flashing, you're cursing yourself

and the police officer is asking you

to kindly step out of your vehicle.

You will then be taken into custody
for a more thorough breath analy
sis. It is important to know that you

will also be taken into custody if

you refuse to undergo the prelimi

nary screening test, or if you fail to

follow the police officer's instruc

tions.

v. Once in custody, you will be

? taken to a Police Station or a hos

pital and issued with a statement

giving the details of the initial test

ing? You will then be observed for

at least twenty minutes to ensure

that you do not consume anything
which might interfere with the next

'

breath analysis you are about to

undergo. If, for example, you were

to burp and bring alcohol into your

'mouth; it could possibly: interfere

with the test result.

After you have been watched for

twenty minutes, you will be re

quired to undergo a breath analy
sis using a more sophisticated, fully

(above) If you're this close, all is not well

automated instrument which

records details of the location,

officer(s) involved and of the sub

ject (you). This test is performed
in controlled conditions and gives

the final analysis of your breath.

If you refuse to undergo the test

at this stage, you will be charged
with the offence of 'refusing breath

test' or 'failing to undergo breath

test', for which you can be sum

monsed or arrested at the discre

tion of the police officer, and ap

pear in Court.

If you are unable to undergo the

test due to injury following an ac

cident, or because thepolice have

not got the equipment there, they

may take you to a hospital and di

rect a doctor to take a blood sam

ple for analysis. Failure to provide

a blood sample is also an offence.

All up, the message is clear —

there is no escape. The police im

plore you not to drink and drive.

—Constable Wayne Terpstra

Breath Analysis Unit

Australian Federal Police

Woroni would like to thank the AFP

for their assistance. We have edited

the information they provided and

although we have attempted to en

sure the accuracy of the column, it

should not be relied upon as legal

advice.
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Looking for fun

in Zimbabwe
For

many, Zimbabwe is the last

stop on the well-worn over

land route from Kenya. Often it is

not considered much of a serious

destination in its own right, but

merely a place to relax before fly

ing home, or before facing the

man-made wilds of South Africa.

Zimbabwe is the country that

most other African countries now

want to be. It has cleverly geared

itself as one of the world's fastest

growing tourist destinations,

while avoiding the traps of greed
and mismanagement into which

many other central and southern

African nations have fallen. As a

result, Zimbabawe is a rapidly

growing country with a relatively

stable economy, and a good in

frastructure that makes it easy to

get around. It is also about a mil

lion times safer than just about

any other African nation.

If you really want to under

stand the country then it is nec

essary to get into the rhythm by
which it operates. This is a pace

that can be so mind numbingly
slow that there is a great tempta
tion to simply throw your hands

up in the air and sit in your hotel

room all day watching 1987 epi
sodes of Neighbours (this really

happened I'm afraid). You soon

realise, however, that if Zimba

bwean fun does not come up and

bite you, you have to be prepared

to look for it.

This is not to say that Zimba

bwe doesn't have classic tourist

attractions, because there are a

number that are world renowned:

the famously spectacular Victoria

Falls; the ruins of 'Great Zimba

bwe'; and Hawange National

Park.

Victoria Falls is a must-see for

every visitor to Zimbabwe, but it

is also arguably the worst town

in the country. Not only that, but

there are few places for people on

tight budgets to stay as the gov

ernment is actively discouraging

backpackers in favour of big
spending South Africans, Ameri

cans and Europeans. My advice

is see the Falls, go for a day-trip

over the border into Zambia (the

falls literally divides the two coun

tries), do the white water, rafting

which is the best in the world —

then leave.

The absolute highlight of Zim

babwe, in my opinion, is Motobo

National Park, which is just out

side the second largest city,

Bulawayo. Cecil Rhodes, who

gave the country its original name

of Rhodesia, left this stunning

place as a national park and as a

grave for both himself and his

right-hand. man Jamieson.

Not only is the scenery in this

place incredibly eerie with its bal

ancing boulders and weather

worn mountains, but the park is

historically and culturally very im

portant to blacks, whites and the

native San people whose cave

paintings litter the area. It's also

full of rhinos, who were intro

duced into this environment and

have bred like wildfire; there are

few odder sensations than being
ten metres from a gigantic animal

cavorting amongst* enormous

stones.

Zimbabwe is also probably the

best place to go on safari in Af

rica. Kenya, Botswana and Tan

zania are all expensive, and South

Africa is too crowded, so

Hawange National Park, one of

the largest in Africa, is the per

fect place to see wildlife. For about

twenty bucks you can go on half

day drives and, with luck, see ab

solutely every animal you want.

For about a hundred dollars you

can go on three day camps in the

park — not to mention the great

Zambezi River safaris you can do

in the north.

Animals grow boring pretty fast

in my eyes, and I've always pre

ferred historical monuments and

art, of which there are plenty in

Zimbabwe. The most spectacular

historical monuments are the

Great Zimbabwe ruins, as well as

the equally interesting Kame Ru

ins outside Bulawayo.
The Great Zimbabwe ruins are

massive walls (in some places 11

metres thick) that form an ancient

fort complex which, in some

places up the hill, blend

seemlessly with the naturally

occuring boulders on the cliff face.

Zimbabwe's cultural history

does not end with its monuments,

bush art and medieval sculpture.

The country is also producing

some of the liveliest and most re

freshingly honest art in the whole

world.

The so-called 'Shona sculptors'

are some of international contem

porary art's big stars, and a small

piece by one of the really big

names is not out of the student

budget. If the work :of modern

masters doesn't appeal to you as

much as it does to wanky art his

tory students like myself, then the

art sold on the streets is even more

affordable and inventive. The wire

motorbikes, cars and helicopters,

not to mention the carved sculp

tor, lace work and jewellery, that

people hawk on the road would

make Tonya Toddman weep. It

makes you re-evaluate Western

complacency when you see what

can be produced by kids with bits

? of wire in this country.

Zimbabwe may not offer the

Heart of Darkness atmosphere
that other African nations do, but

for a picture of an emerging na

tion, the charm of Zimbabwe

would be hard to beat.
— Brendan Shanahan

(above and left) Some of

Zimbabwe's spectacular sights
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Frat parties: everything
you've heard is true

foreign
correspondent

jo briscoe (with Sharon Kennett)

(jmb374@psu.edu)

Pennsylvania state university

T) icture every stereotype you have picked up from sitcoms, music vid

J. eos and tacky B-grade college flicks, and you probably have a fairly

accurate portrayal of University Life in America. Sad but True.

The social scene in America is rather limited by a peculiar/law which

sets the drinking age at 21. This curiously high age results in a somewhat

surreal situation. There is an entire generation in limbo. They are adults,

yet minors They can buy a gun, but not a six-pack. Thus the social ex-
'

periment that is Amenca has spawned that most popular of college beasts
— The Fraternity Party.

It is the available (and free) alcohol which accounts, for the massive

populanty of The Fraternity Party. After all, what else could any selfre

spccting (undeiagc) college student be expected to do2 They aie driven to

the Fraternity Party by the cruel legalities of this fascist nation — the Land

of the Free? I think not.

It is a little known fact that there are several species of Fraternity Paity.

All vary m their degrees of formality, numbers of people, noise and dress

codes, but all involve the obligatoiy alcohol in laige quantities However

the centrepiece of the weekend is the Party. Getting the most out of the

Party requires a complex senes of manoeuvres akin to a full-scale military

operation Amongst a dizzying whnl of Kappas, Alphas, and Deltas, you

must fiist establish wheie exactly you are going. Unfortunately, the hieio

- glyphics on the buildings are not often helpful

? 'T'he second hurdle facing the Party goers is The Door. Now, you'ie

j;

- A probably thinking that a simple palm-meets-doorknob would suffice.

\ Wrong, wrong, wrong. Potential participants soon discover it's not what

i you know, it's who you know. Making it past the door staff usually in

; volves mentioning the name of a frat brother. Safe bets include Chip, Hank

and Steve Sanders. Alternatively, you can always hike up your skirt (a

?
manoeuvre usually reserved for the fairer sex}.

\:
Once inside, the next mission is to acquire alcohol. This may sound

I -simple, but appearances are often deceptive. This usually requires a voy

f age to the Fraternity Basement. The voyage may be perilous, and pilgrims

|

- are subjected to such dangers as beer oceans lapping at the stairs. Once

the Basement is reached and the vicious swirling mob has been bravely

5 overcome, there is yet another barrier to be faced — the Beer Dispenser.

Simple coinage is not sufficient to operate this breed of machine. A subtle

combination of skill, tact and flattery is required. In this situation, an

is exaggerated Australian accent may often prove useful and effective.

1 You would imagine that this epic quest would have the suitable re

,ward of a stellar brew at its end. But alas, many an Australian exchange

\

. student has been sorely disappointed, often resulting in their waking
5 from a 'Natural Ice' nightmare, quaking in a pool of sweat, yearning for

£ -just one very green can — 'Matter of fact, I've got it now.'

- Once you are clutching a hard-won but very bad beer, the social milieu

pmustsbe faced. The several species which inhabit the Party are distinctive

;

:

and invariably spooky. There are usually representatives from all major

J
„ social groups. The Prep Boy —

easily
identified by his plaid shirt, back

v
v wards baseball cap and mindless conversation. The Sorority Girl, a.k.a.

?-_ the 'Soro-stitute'
— characterised by her scant attire, nervous giggle and

fluttering false eyelashes. Later in the evening, the obligatory Hurler fears

its ugly head. This title has been held by many, in fact, if you are yet to

chuck in a frat bathroom, you're not considered a real Penn Stater.
1

A fter enduring several thousand questions, all involving the word 'kan

, xVgaroo', the exchange student learns to tune out after, 'This may sound

like a stupid question, but...'. He or she wanders, in a slightly
inebriated

! haze, through the jungle of those who are, those who almost are and

those who can only wish they were. The level of conversation decreases

^incrementally as the level of beer consumption rises. As the lyrics of Men

at Work's 'Land Down Under' are quoted with increasing frequency, the

1

exchange student desperately gulps more amber liquid (facing the perils

of the Beer Dispenser each time) in an effort to block out their surround^
1

ings while desperately searching for a means of escape. They dance with

? abandon, as this allows them a brief pause from repeating 'No, we don't

ride kangaroos to school'. Oh, for the Uni Bar!

p As the confusion reaches its peak, one by one the Partygoers begin to

take their leave. The exchange student attempts to joyfully run to The

\ Door without making their eagerness too apparent. Fortunately, exiting

^through The Door proves remarkably more simple than entering it. A huge
rush of freedom engulfs them. They have survived, albeit narrowly, their

encounter with this most curious outcrop of American college culture. As

?

they stumble — exhausted, inebriated, relieved — back to their tiny dorm

\ room, they ponder their experiences, and as exhilaration at their success

begins to wash over them, they wonder if they may not risk a second

? encounter... next weekend?

. For more information on the ANU's international exchange program,

^contact the International Education Office on 249 4643.
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So Starllta is back on the big screen
— what's all the fuss about? Julian

Henderson goes along to find out, and in the process makes some interesting

personal revelations. Meanwhile, Jason Richardson explores the cultural influence

of this cross-generational icon.

George

Lucas may have allowed a film

that was good once 'to be shown

to a whole new generation' (pro
moter's words), but he's tainted it for me,

and there is no way it will be eaten up with

half as much zeal as it was the first time.

Star Wars has lost its punch. Everyone is

older, and the young are too desensitised to',

accept these special effects with an excla

mation of 'wowee'.

They spent Thirty Five Million Dollars on

the remake of Star-Wars. Give me a tenth of

that and I'll be happier than anyone who

saw this movie. Come rebuke me, oh sound

experts, but I didn't notice a single improve
ment. In addition, Hammil (Luke Sky walker)

cannot act, which explains his move into

pornography; the story line is choppy, the

ending is cheesier than any one of Tom

Hanks' screwball comedies/heartwarmersr
and the final battle is as exciting as a Napi-

?

San Doorstop Challenge.

Seeing the new Star Wars, and leaving a

little unimpressed,- 1 decided to go back in

time to find out what was so wonderful

about the original movie — just what made

it so good to be young and Luke, young and
;

Hari, young and Darth. I set the controls for

the.heart of the playground, quickly jumped
in the orgasmatron; and zapped myself back.

There, a little disoriented, I saw a bunch

of cut-knee boys, running around pretend

ing to hit each other; 'I wanna be Monkey
—

you can be Sandy 'cos you're a girl,' and

'Hey fatso, you can be Pigsy'. Obviously I

had hit the wrong time, -I had to go further

back.

I exited the device once again, slightly

groggier than before, and found myself in

the middle -of a mob of little girls playing

with a very big rubber band.' As: they ran,

the elastic snapped around my machine,

breaking the Reality Hold. The machine

wouldn't accept this, and malfunctioned,

sending me whirling through a thousand and

one fads of childhood: 'I'll get you next time

Gadget!' — 'I wanna go of the Mr T mask'

—

'By the power Grey Skull!' — 'Oh Dad,

ALF ate my moose and I've got a date with

Chad tonight!'

Now I was overwhelmed and mentally ex

hausted, so I screamed the most approiate

thing: 'Doc, I've got to get back, back to the

future!' Something in my ears went click

and the chaos slowed down. I stepped put

of the dying machine, dreading where I

might be.

Reeling, I lowered myself to the ground

and welcomed unconsciousness after the

derangement of the past hour; As I came

back I felt a presence, something not there

before, something familiar I'd never known

— a force, it was a force. I pried my eyes

open and Carrie Fisher was
staring deep into

them, her crimson lips moistly set in con

cern. They moved, and my mind held the

words as a Jedi holds, and is held by, the

Force.

- 'You've had a fall, and Obi Wan has asked

me to help you as he once helped me. Rise

now, and I'll take you to meet someone of

great importance to you.' I stumbled along

beside this saviour of galaxies, and she took

me see the man who would guide me.

'Hi, I'm Guy Smiley, and This Is Your

Life!' he smiled, vaseline. glistening off his

cloth teeth. Not what I expected, but none

theless it was a nice surprise.

'Tonight we've got some very special

guests, all great influences on the confused

young man you see before you.'

One at a time, they came to me and made

a simple factual statement each: Luke 'I am

your moral fibre'; Han 'I am your daring';

Obi- Wan 'I am your beliefs'; C-3P0 & R2

D2, 'We are your manners and your loy

alty'; Chewey 'Mwahhhaaaah', and finally

Darth Vader 'I am your evil, though charm

ing, powerful and ultimately doomed, alter

ego'. One by one they lined up in front of

me and chanted three times together 'We

are the Force, and may it be you' and then,

still as one, leapt down, my throat. Tears of

gratitude running down my face, the lights

went down, and when they came up again,

I was home.

It was uncomfortable at first, knowing the

Force and the intelligent influences upon it

were there in my gut, coursing through my

veins and controlling my mind, but once I

got used to the idea and the extra weight, I

felt pretty good about it.

I have overcome great hardships and sur

vived the playground and brief fame, and

though it makes me older, I don't mind so

much. I'm happy now, and it was Star Wars

without the Special Edition that made it so.

The Force is within me and I'm as happy as

George Lucas.
— Julian Henderson

?
;
?
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(below) The coolest kids always got to play Han; the hairiest were left with Chewie

(below) Chicks with guns: was Leia the

pioneer female action hero?

and a hi hat, with a
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A cultural analysis
While

media attention regarding the re

release of Star Wars has focused on

the digital enhancements, the opportunity

to analyse the effects of this cultural phe
nomenon has been neglected.

Just as film scholars have proposed that

the Oedipal plots of the film noir genre were

inspired by. the spread of Freudian- psycho-

analytic theory, I propose that the impact of

Star Wars laid a framework from which

emerged the phenomenon of the sensitive

new age guy (or SNAG). To argue this I will

concentrate solely on the first film and not .

the entire trilogy.

The term SNAG is a recent addition to our

vocabulary and is thought to have entered

into popular thought (possibly as a result of

the popularisation of feminist theory) within

the last fifteen years. It is notably absent from

dictionaries in Chifley library.

Feminism and the Women's Movement,
on the other hand, were firmly entrenched

in public knowledge at the time Star Wars

was made. There are only two female char

acters in Star Wars: Princess Leia and Luke's

short lived Aunt Beru. Leia revolutionised

the role of women in science fiction and her

influence can be seen in later characters such

as Ripley in Alien and Sarah Connor in The

Terminator.

Though she may 'not fly an X-Wing into

battle (even Independence Day maintains

that women can't fly fighters), Leia survives

an Imperial torture device without reveal

ing Rebel secrets, uses scathing sarcasm to

undermine the male authority of Darth

Vadar, General Tankim and Han Solo, wastes

a few Stormtroopers and takes charge to blast

their way out of the Death Star's detention

centre ('Somebody has to save our skins').

In comparison Aunt Beru, as a submissive

older woman, is happy cooking vegetables
-

with her chrome plated food processor. Fur

thermore, Feminism is given a veiled refer

ence by Han Solo who, after referring to Leia

. as 'Sister', says 'I ain't in this for your revo

lution'.

The SNAG message is conveyed to the

audience via Luke Skywalker's indoctrina

tion into the Jedi ideology. Under instruc

tion from Obi Wan Kenobi, Luke is taught

to use the force ('An energy field... which...

penetrates and binds the galaxy together')

and to develop a skill akin to women's in

tuition. This process shapes young Luke into

a classic SNAG as Obi encourages him to

'trust your feelings', 'stretch out with your

emotions' while instructing him to ignore

his rational (and 'masculine') thoughts with

'let go of your conscious self' and 'your

eyes can deceive you, don't trust them'. Luke

learns these 'feminine' traits quickly and by
the film's final third he tells Leia he cares,

doesn't flinch fromexpressing his sorrow at

Obi's death and learns to use sarcasm ('Take

care of yourself Han, I guess that's what

you're best at').

It is important to note that the benefits of

SNAG qualities are reinforced in the viewer

in two ways. Firstly, through the rivalry be

tween Luke and Han to win the affections

of Leia (who is the only sexually available

female despite George Lucas having Carrie

Fisher tape her breasts down). The bold

Captain Solo (who dismisses both the force

and Leia's 'female advice') admires her

spirit, while Luke describes Leia as beauti

ful from his first encounter with her holo

graphic image. Their rivalry is explicit dur

ing a conversation when Han asks 'What

do you think, a Princess and a guy like me?'

to which Luke replies quickly and sulkily

'No'. Within a subdued context in the film's

final scene, the SNAG gets the Princess as

illustrated' during the award ceremony. Leia

ignores Han Solo's sleazy smuggler's grin

and common wink to bestow upon Luke a

full pearly white smile.

The SNAG as a sexual conqueror is en

forced during the climactic battle where the

'vulnerable' Death Star is exposed to fight

ers using phallic torpedoes. I suggest this is

a metaphor for reproduction, with the ovum

being penetrated (which you may recall is a

function of the force) by the successful

sperm of a 'one man' X-Wing spacecraft.

Our fearless SNAG hero uses the force to

endure longer than his fellow Rebel pilots

who 'can't hold on' and merely 'impact on

the surface'.

Thus Luke, an ex-dirt farmer turned star

blazing SNAG, wins the day and Star Wars

encourages a generation of males to get in

touch with their feelings and use the force

to win a Princess.
— Jason Richardson

(above) The original whining maggot — was Luke an early SNAG?
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Earthling

David Bowie

From
Davie Jones to Ziggy Stardust, from

the Thin White Duke to simply Bowie,

the artist formerly known as just about eve

rything has made headlines for all the wrong

reasons. Bisexuality, drug abuse and a su^

per-model marriage (as if any of these come

as a surprise) stole headlines while Bowie

struggled to maintain an infrequent and in

sipid output of music represented most sig

nificantly by the patchy rock band offerings
- of Bowie's three year, two album

project,

Tin Machine.

Long term fans may have begun to de

spair. You may have been forgiven for be

lieving that David Bowie had sacrificed his

creative talents in a Faust-like deal with the

devil for eternal-youth. Clearly, however, this

is not the case. Bowie is back in a big way

with Earthling: This is an album quite un

like any other Bowie has recorded. Assem

bling a new band Bowie defies those who :

would attribute his ongoing hipness to what

he has done rather than what he is doing
now.

'

And Earthling is hip, be assured of that.

From the first frenetic palpitations of Little

Wonder, Bowie and Band embark upon a

set heavily influenced by the current U.K

phenomena of Jungle and Drum and Bass.

Pounding drum beats underpin layer upon

layer of delightful noise. For those of you

not entirely enchanted with electronic mu

sic (and that list includes me) this album

represents what the emerging medium is

capable of: Earthling.is instantaneously de

rivative and innovative ^ dual qualities

which characterise Bowie at his best. Earth

ling signifies an exciting, vibrant, 50 year

, old Bowie who unlike his early 80's rock

contemporaries (Rod Stewart,. Phil Collins

etc) is not prepared to forsake experimental

creativity for a chance
;

to milk the classic

hits cashcow.'

Musjcal highlights are many and varied:

'Seven Years ln Tibet' features a subversive,

Nine Inch Nails like drum beat with funky
horn sounds and the unmistakable Bowie

voice overlaid.; The wonderful sentiment .

embodied in 'I'm Afraid Gf Americans' is

matched by the powerful music driving the

song and 'Dead Man Walking' features a

more Prodigy influenced sound with a

i unique Bowie slant. Earthling is an album

i

-

which innovates and challenges, reinstating

i

David Bowie as a major creative force and

I

;

reinforcing the coolness and credibility that

accompanied him through a period where

he really didn't deserve them. Buy it and

you too can be hip.
— Dan Silkstone

CULTURE so my hair can blow * the girlies on standby ? w a j ting just to say hi.* did, yo u stop?]

IXNAY ON THE HoMBRE

The Offspring

In
their newest offering, Ixnay on the

?

Hombre, The Offspring provide a formula

identical to their previous releases, that will

be of no surprise to existing fans. The band

provide the same route to success as they

have taken before: simple but catchy guitar
lines over basic chord progressions. With

out challenging themselves too much, the

band has produced a mediocre album that

will break no ground and do little more than

appease the existing fans.

In keeping with current grunge trend's, The

Offspring give dialogue throughout the al

bum. In place of an opening track is 'Dis-

claimer', which really only provides an in

troduction to the predicability ahead.. Fur

ther into the album we get 'Intermission',

which arrives at exactly the moment that

the album gains momentum, almost to the

point of
credibility: I was unable to uncover

a Mystery hidden track, although it does

seem the perfect compliment to an album

of this calibre.

Personally, I think The Offspring sound a

little too much like Greenday on speed to

gain any points for originality. I will how

ever, concede that try as I may, the melo

dies from the album do stick in my: head as

something more than elevator music. The

songs are simple and catchy, without being

memorable. Perfect for those not easily an

noyed.
?

— Nicole Smith

Take a Look Over Your

Shoulder

Warren G

Mercury Records

I
was never really a fan of West Coast Rap,

and with the release of this album, my

opinion wasfirmly set. Over the years, main

stream rap has become weaker, sappier and

increasingly repetitive. I enjoyed the older

stuff a lot more — it was funny to listen to

because you didn't have to take it too seri

ously. Red Man, The Goats, Funkdoobiest,

Public Enemy, N.W.A, and 2 Live Crew all

'

show a fair degree of talent with their songs.

Warren-G, on the other hand, does not. This

album is a blurred concoction of narcissis

tic drool. Warren Griffin is Dr. Dre's brother,

and mates with Snoop Doggy Dog, but de

spite these 'blood' ties, he doesn't fail to

disappoint me. With his elaborately titled

'G-Funk' style he has managed to rip off

all rappers and musicians before him in his

own way. He follows the mainstream rap

formula: he doesn't like other people, he

smokes cheeba, and he has a lot of sex. I

know these details because he told me when

he wasn't shooting the Sheriff or ripping off

the Transformers theme song. I think he

should rewrite the titles to most of his songs

just so he can be a little more frank, for ex

ample: Track 3 — 'Smokin' Me Out' could

become 'I Smoke Pot' and Track 4 — 'Rev-

erend Easy. -Dick' could become 'I have a

Large Phallus (and I Use it for Sex) '. He was

even desperate enough to rip off Tina Turner

(I was insulted, I have some front row tick

ets to her concert). Track 5
—

'Reality' fi

nally stirred me into dancing mode — I

dropped my pants a notch, propped my hat

up egg-style on my head, and pranced
around like Bill Cosby after a visit to the

Proctologist.

Despite feeling foolish, dancing gave me

a reason not to hate this album too much,

I'm just not a huge fan of BoyzIIMen meets

Parliament meets a bong meets Frank Sinatra

on a broken record. Warren-G gets a star for

making me dance foolishly, and another star

because my mother liked it. Warren-G

should have tagged along with his brother.
— Jum Richter

*

Gravity Kills

Gravity Kills

Virgin I EMI

Apparently,
Gravity Kills are the future

of rock. Apparently, this American four

piece have been storming up charts all over

the world, and gaining the respect of their

peers. Apparently, this 'industrial' rock

band is the best thing to hit the music world I

since. . . the invention of big amps. Bollocks.

Admittedly, I'm not the biggest Nine Inch

Nails fan in the world, but I like to think

that I can recognise good, original music

when I hear
it,

even if I don't dig it. Gravity

Kills seem to specialise in derivative, unim

aginative music, with that crucial ooharen't

we-at-the-cutting-edge-of-music industrial

edge. By that I mean scratchy, metallic

noises, big wads of guitar noise, 'my rela

tionship is poisoned' vocals and hard drum

loops. How exciting.

The press release and included reviews

go on at great length about how the band's

hard edge is perfectly combined with hook

laden songs and 'pop sensibility'. I think

some people in the oh-so scary world of in

dustrial music have forgotten that a big fat i

riff repeated over and over for four minutes

? =?

^ |

does not necessarily constitute a hook, and ;

that it's not hard to fill your songs with chord

progressions when you only use two chords.

Maybe I'm just getting prematurely sad and M

old, and listening to far too much Big Star, «

but haven't Ministry and Mr. Reznor been

doing this (with much more creative style

and imagination) for three or four years al

ready?

And so we come to the most annoying m

aspect of this band (just when you thought
I couldn't be any more scathing)... the vo

calist. In the first single 'Guilty', he moves Mi

from sinister whisper in the verse to angry sal

scream in the chorus, and this proves to be
«l|

his, and the band's, only approach. They do pi
that quiet and threatening verse to full-on : b|
chorus quite well actually.... but on every k|
bloody song. *|

I'm amazed that the music industry could
f

dribble with excitement over this. (Well, not 1

?

really. . .) .
This album is bearable as intense ;

®?|

background noise, and if you love this kind
|

of music, you will probably think this is OK,
but it's hardly an important contribution to ? s

the genre. Just tape it off someone who has

already bought it
—

apparently, there are m

lots of buyers out there. Beats me.

— Paul H.

books
Finishing School For Blokes

Peter Cameron

Allen & Unwin

rrp $16.95

In
spite of the massive expansion in Aus

tralia's tertiary system, a mystique still sur

rounds the nation's educational institutions.

The notion that an elite college such as St

Andrew's (of Sydney University) can extend

a defining influence by means of its old boys
?

|

network underpins Perter Cameron's work, : ,

and is arguably its only justification. For, in s

other respects, this book reads like a two

hundred page claim for unfair dismissal. f

Peter Cameron is a former Presbyterian i

minister appointed as Principal of St. -

Andrew's College. A Scotsman, he set him- s ?

self the ambitious task of reforming the ata

vistic College by making it coeducational,

and reducing the power of an insular and

incompetent College Council. Both moves ?

were unsuccessful, leading to his resigna- a

tion in 1995 and subsequent return to his «

native land.

In Finishing School For Blokes, Cameron ;:

anaylses his failure, and tries to use it as a

prism through which to see the wider causes ^
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of the 'Australian disease'. He considers this

disease as an incapacity to accept individu

alism, and a prevailing utilitarian ethos in

education. His method, however, fails him.

The tracing of the Byzantine webs of con

spiracies, alliances and betrayals obscures

any coherent theme.. A whole chapter is dedi

cated to the operations and history of the

Senior Common Room, a tedious indulgence

granted to the author.

Nevertheless, the anecdotal rendition of

the more recognizable rituals of college life,

almost all involving copious amounts of al

cohol, is enjoyably given. A sneaking admi

ration for the bizarre and high-spirited hoo

liganism of St Andrew's students is detect

able, though after their worst excesses,

Cameron finds himself asking: 'Why are

students' horizons limited by beer, chicks

and footy?' For good measure he includes a

lengthy rebuke he gave to the student body
after a particularly raucous celebration of a

sporting victory.

It is only in the final chapter that his con

clusions about the cause of his defeat in the

battle to modernise the attitudes and struc

ture of the College bears fruit. Though ac

knowledging the impertinance of pronounc

ing on national character, Cameron identi

fies an inability to deal with the substance

of dissent in Australian institutions, and the

fundamental insecurity which an assumed

air of relaxation (epitomised by the phrase
'she'll be right') can mask, as two of its

features. Even if they come in an at times

imperfect form, these conclusions are too

important to be ignored.
— Garth Crawforq
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Keanu

Sheila Johnston
Macmillan

rrp $29.95

Warning:
All fans of Keanu Reeves,

read no further, for the words I am

about to say will be blasphemous to your

sorry little ears.

To begin with, I am flabbergasted as to

how any self-respecting author could even,

consider writing a book about an actor who

is as enigmatic as soggy Weetbix and shows

about as much talent as flies on a dead dog.

Yet, Sheila Johnston has not only managed
to write 222 pages of drool, but in those

pages, there is hardly-a single paragraph that

does not contain some fawning description

of Keanu's 'incredible' talent. I personally

managed to throw up no less than 36 times

while reading this book.

It follows the usual pattern of such biog
raphies; charting the boy-next-door's mete

oric rise to stardom, whilst constantly prais

ing his extreme modesty and 'norinalness',

and expressing amazement at the range of

V
? ;

?

his acting abilities. Much of the book seems

to devote attention to the rumours of homo

sexuality that have followed the mega

himbo, but there's nothing there I haven't

already read in Who magazine. There is the

inevitable troubled childhood, and difficul

ties at school, which appears to be intend to

endear the reader even more to the wonder

that is Keanu Reeves.

Having said that, I recognise that, being

extremely skeptical of Mr Reeves' acting

abilities and general attractiveness, both of

face, body and character, I am perhaps be

ing a little unfair in my treatment of this

potential masterpiece. However, I would

definitely recommend that this book be read

at your own risk, unless you are an avid fan

of the guy pr need a good chunky some

thing to prop up that wobbly leg on your

bed. The clincher for me, the point at which

myself and many other potential reviewers

decided this book joined the: auspicious

league of truly hideous books (which in

cludes the Sweet Valley High series and any

thing by Naomi Campbell) , was the chapter

title; 'Young, Dumb, and full of Cum.' Need

I say more.

— Bianca Nocrady
ill

ELEVEN MONTHS IN BUNBURY

James Ricks

Allen & Unwin

rrp $14.95

One
might be tempted to place this novel

under the rubric of 'Grunge Literature'

or 'Dirty Realism' currently in vogue; cer

tainly the characteristic signs of drugs, de

generation, alienation, and abuse exist.

James Ricks spent eleven months in

Bunbury, a small town in Western Australia,

working in a sawmill where forced relation

ships with fellow labourers are as tough as

the work itself. He conveys the gritty details
|

of Bunbury life where pick^up lines like

'You've got real nice tits' are still compli
ments, and beer, bongs; fights and

.

sex are

its external expressions. At the core of this

novel is an exploration of male identity, and

the complexity of meri?s relationships with

themselves, each other, family and with

women. The story shifts between the per

spective of two main characters, Nelson and

Jim. Nelson is the inarticulate Australian

male who is unable to express his feelings

in any way other than the physical: love is

expressed through sex, hate or insecurity

through aggression, anxiety or loneliness

through alcohol. Tensions in. the 'smoko

room' are a microcosm of the Bunbury male

world. It is a competitive place where dif

ference or weakness is crushed, and porn

lines the walls iike wall paper. When some

one- asks what the blokes would do if the

world ended tomorrow; one answer is to rape

a chick up the arse because he could get

away with it. Jim, by comparison, is intelli

gent and forced into a world alien to his sen

sitivities. His will to write and free himself

through art is crippled by monotonous and

senseless labour. While the others feel frus

tration and aggression, Jim is able to articu

late the 'meaningless human condition'. For

Jim, a seeder of 'truth', happiness is some

where else, and Bunbury is a path to nihil

ism.

This is a good first novel, despite Ricks'

tendency to state the obvious, and despite

the sharp and monotonous prose that be

comes
trying. Eleven months in bunbury is

a novel which animates and de-mystifies a

world little understood by 'city dwellers'

and poses some deeper questions about the

nature of perspective, happiness and exist

ence. Worth reading, if only to gain a sense

of 'how the other half live'.

— Ben Reeves

The Crocodile Club

Kaz Cooke
Allen & Unwin

rrp $14.95

This
is basically a romance

novel... on a strange cocktail

of recreational drugs. Set in the
{

near future, the storyline romps
*'

along, making fun of most

things that a lot of us find dis

tasteful, such as racism, cor- . f

ruption and overpriced drinks

in trendy bars.

Beautiful magician's MtM
assistant Selina Plankton pHP
has had a bad week:

'

r.

she's been fired from %.

her job, evicted from

her home, she's com- %***

pletely broke, and has f~~

just been sawn in half

for the last time. To top

it all off she has just

found out her boyfriend J
has been unfaithful to ,

jj

her. She meets a dash- ^
ing psychologist, Jock ***

Jovanovich, of Serbian

Scottish origin who jfl
gives her $10,000 on

their first meeting to

cheer her up. He also hap
pens to own one of the

world's largest collections of

Hawaiian shirts.

What follows is a wild romp

around Melbourne and Dar

win and involves a mental

patient who thinks he's a

multi-millionaire business

man, attempted murder, abo

riginal dancers wielding J

? ? ?
?

1

? ? ? -

?

^
clubs, crooked politicians, a lesbian ABC

journalist out to bring down the NT govern

ment, and a general comment on the pa

thology of the population of the Top End.

This is one of the wittiest novels I have

read in a long time and people who like the

work of authors like Ben Elton would abso

lutely love this novel.
— Adam McGlashan

Goodbye Jerusalem
Bob Ellis

Random House
|

rrp $19.95 I

For
many years, Ellis has personified the

witty and quick-minded humour which

has come to be associated with many of

- Labor's senior ministers
'

and leaders through- I

out Australia Hp
|

seems either

to know

-i(nght) Sheila Johnston states in Keanu that one

?American university offers a course entitled The Films of

Keanu Reeves' University of Canberra students may enjoy a

similar course in years to come
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personally, or possess detailed information

about, all senior Labor figures in State and

Federal politics. Ellis is unashamedly Labor,

indeed rabidly so. As with all such partisan

droolers from either the right or left, his sim

plistic
and narrow explanations of Labor

defeats, victories and crises leave a lot to

be desired. Basically, what I am saying is

look somewhere else for the low-down on

Labor's defeats.

Having said this, I must confess to hav

ing enjoyed this book immensely. Read this

book to understand Labor and Australian

politics from the viewpoint of someone

closely involved with the left for over 20

years. Picture Kim Beazley aiming an old

cadet .303 rifle at hated Liberal-National

members as they began moving into the min

isterial wing after the election defeat. Ellis'

hatchet-jobs on Bronwyn Bishop, which are

a recurring theme throughout the book, are

classics. Take, for example, his dogged pur

suit of her during the contest for the Lower

House seat of Mackellar in 1993. In one

memorable scene, Ellis' dog tried to mount

Bishop's dog, in what I would call a mas

sive sacrifice of personal (canine) dignity for

a greater cause. It's a pity that Ellis couldn't

have done the same to Bishop.:', at the polls

of course.

If you are looking for a humorous and in

depth account of politics from an unasham

edly partisan and person^ viewpoint, I rec

ommend that you slip out and buy a copy

of this book now. If you still can: Random

House have withdrawn the book from sale

after threats of legal action from some of

those personalities mentioned by Ellis. Per

haps Ellis was, and is, too close to the ac

tion for anyone's comfort.
— Ben Staughton

sw films

Beavis , d Butthead

Greater Union

Rated M

Poor
old Americans, they're much more

angst-ridden than the rest of the world

is willing to give them; credit for. We all as

sume that Americans see it as their birth

right
to rule the world and pump as much

crap, both cultural and physical, into their

creation as they want, but Beavis and

Butthead Do America proves that this is not

the case. -

Beavis and Butthead. is one of the clever

est entertainment . creations of recent years

because they manage to simultaneously

parody American trash whilst whole

heartedly embracing its tacky awfulness.

Apart from the fact that their idiotic banter

can be screamingly funny, (just watch them

deconstruct some of the worst video clips

of all time) it also has an unremittingly bleak

attitude towards contemporary American

society. One need only look at the scene in

the new film where the: government tests ;

(right) Beavis and Butthead — American 1

trash and proud J

the worst virus known to man on their own

GIs, or the scene in which they meet their

fathers (although they don't realise that it is

actually them) who boast about having had

sex with some 'sluts' in the boys' home

town.

The film carries out a subtle criticism of

America via its parody of every American

'Buddy Film', ever made. Icon-status mov

ies such as Easy Rider and Butch Cassidy

and the Sundance Kid are here subverted

by the total, unrelentingly moronic behav

iour of the protagonists who particuarly spe

cialise in inuendo — they laugh all day and

into the night about being locked in a car

boot with a jack
— and the complete aes

thetic bankruptcy of the animation adds to

the bleakness of the suburban sprawl-world

inhabited by the two friends.

People accuse- Beavis and Butthead of

being amoral, sexist, racist, ugly and inane

— which is all completely true
— but like

all great satire Beavis and Butthead is un

mercifully truthful, and the truth can be as

frightening as it is funny.
,

— Brendan Shanahan

Kolya

Directed by jan Sverak

Electric Shadows

Rated M

Kolya
won the Oscar for Best Foreign

Film, and it's easy to see why. It is a

very easy film to watch — enormously en

tertaining,
filmed with sensitivity, topped by

a score full of lovely cello and flawless act

ing. Director Jan Sverak cast his father

Zdenek as Louka, the Batchelor cellist down

(above) The man's old, the kid's cute — no

wonder it won an Oscar

on his luck, and five year-old Andrej
Chalimon as the abandoned Child that gives

the film it's name. The plot is not a new

one, the but pattern of events is framed in a

way that is different to what you might have

seen before. ?

Instead of the standard Hollywood inter

pretation, complete with complementary

sugar syrup spraying from the screen (just

in case the ending isn't sickly sweet enough),

and bloody Macaulay Culkin as the kid,

Kolya is a film which respects the audience.

Sverak moves beyond the tawdry dramas of

bad kids and irritated men, and explores the

relations between the occupied Czech and

occupying. Russian cultures in 1988, just

before the 'Velvet Revolution'. Kolya speaks

only Russian, and Louka only Czech, pro

viding the basis for the development of a

complicated relationship of mutual under

| t

standing, and eventually, love.
!

Generally speaking, nice films aren't my
(

cup of tea, but Kolya is more than a feelgood !

flick. While it never strays too far into the
\

politics
of the Revolution, which was com-

f

pletely peaceful (I think) , you are aware that |

the characters are located at a particular

place and time. This gives great depth to

the story, located as it is before the end of

the USSR or the re-unification of Germany.
As good as this film is, I don't believe that

it deserved to be recognised as the best film
j

made outside America last year. While it is

very good in all respects, Kolya has an old
;

plot, and it's a soft film. In giving best film

to The English Patient, perhaps -the Oscars

committee used up all the daring they had.
j;'

— Adrian Regan
jj

*

Lost Highway

Directed by David Lynch
Electric Shadows

Rated M

Lost
Highway tries too hard. Lynch is like

a Doc- wearing 15-year-old who has lis

tened to too much Cure, with' pretensions

of subtlety and a propensity for nerdy de

pression. Give him a big budget, way too

much film, and a Nine Inch Nails sound

track and we get an already dated looking

nineties film noir cliche. The twisted images
ana surreal sequences jar wnn ine poor dia

logue and out of place humour. The scenes

that do actually make sense would have been

cool in about 1990. How innovative, a mu

sician living in a mod apartment with his

Pulp Fiction Uma-esque girlfriend.

Lost Highway has no plot. This film is not

good enough not to have a plot. Lynch starts

traditional narrative sequences but leaves the

ends untied in a way that's not clever, but

oblique and annoying. The audience is

teased with the idea that the story will be !

resolved or explained and it -never is. As to

technical ability, Lynch uses it in such an

obvious manner that it's distracting.' You

keep thinking 'Oh, that's clever', but really

it's not that clever. His preoccupation with

the visual makes potentially . tense scenes

laboured and even boring. It was also dis

appointing to see scenes and images re

peated from Blue Velvet; including the often

featured fast highway passage::

Some of the, more impressionable view

ers will have heard: about one of the most

exciting avant-garde filmmakers of our time.

Even though they left confused and disap

pointed they will have lacked the courage

of their convictions, muttering 'I'm sure that

was a well made film', or 'well, it was in

teresting?...' I should reassure them that the

best conclusion to come to is that Lost High
way, like much of David Lynch's work,
doesn't work.

— Sven Arnison
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Danger Mouse

Danger
Mouse was the epitome of. car

toon good guys. He had the charisma,

style and sex appeal of 007.

For all you cartoon 'illiterate people' who

have repressed the memories of your child

hood for various reasons, Danger Mouse was

a super hero. He was a mouse that saved

the human race^from the evil of Baron

Greenback. A sexually deprived toad.

Danger Mouse had it all — looks, a TV

show and a cool flying car. Most importantly

he had a trade mark — scrawled on his cliest

were stylised' initials DM. In the late Eight
ies this trade mark could be seen scribbled

all over Canberra, as young juveniles showed

their adulation for this small rodent. Yes!

This little white mouse in his clinging white

jumpsuit made pre-pubescent boys and girls

tune into the ABC every weekday.
DM's sidekick was a little round mole

wearing 70s styleiglasses bearing the appro-: -

priately annoying name of Penfold: Penfold

was a neurotic,' nervous character that never

put his faith in DM; Everyone had a guy like

Penfold at their school, I had two. Along
with Penfold, there was the Chief/A witless :

:

hamster with all the important info. He was

the stereotypical male boss, who even when

his world had been saved from Baron

Greenbacks 'quirky- and off the wall' an

tics, still refrained from showing emotion.

Danger Mouse, was a cartoon that dealt

with real issues and real problems
— such

as the;episode when all the domestic appli
ances plotted tdgetjier to;t'ake';tryer the world

or the one when^a duplicating?m^hirie.made

hundreds of copies of Penfold. Danger
Mouse; also explained world phenomena
note the episode when DM investigated the

elusive Bermuda Triangle. And what did he

find? The dastardly Baron Greenback. We

are talking about serious problems. here.

As in most cartoons, DM had an underly

ing theme of morality. The adult propaganda

seeped into our bones like acid but we didn't

care. DM satisfied our expectations as a su

per hero and spiced them with humour.

.

As I get older, I am beginning to realise

some of the ephemeral questions surround

ing Danger Mouse. Why were there no fe

male character's?' Are the rumours of DM's

homosexuality true? Where were all the hu- -

mans? and what was Baron Greenback's i

problem?

Danger Mouse didn't need to explain

though,' we loved him anyway because he -

was a mouse that gave a shit, a mouse that

cared.
'

:

?

. —Lucy Cousins

(above) Danger Mouse and Penfold... just

good friends?

smash hits
?

i

Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me

Ahh...
The Cure. Think back to the late

70s and the 80s, and if your date of

birth prevents you from doing this, then

think of those spiky haired, makeup wear

ing Englishmen who embodied alternative

rock during that period. Think intense, ex

treme, emotive: music and you're thinking

of The Cure. The release of their 1992 al

bum Wish had more mainstream success

than any of their previous albums and maybe
this was the reason that many of the critics

believed it to be The Cure's best work yet.

The album went to number one in the UK,
and saw four successful singles released.

Maybe I'm just speaking for myself . (after

all, I'm just a young 'un and was still in my
formative years in '92) but what Wish also

did was to open the doors to the music of
'

The Cure through a desire to hear their ear

lier albums. For me, you have to go back to

1987 and listen to The Cure's double album

Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me to hear The Cure at

their finest.' Kiss Me Kiss Me was to be the

last album with Lol Tolhurst, one of the i

group's founding members, and the whole

album seemed to be a change in direction I

for The Cure. At the time, the band had been

in existence for a decade, and what this dou- i

ble album' produced was more potent and

extreme than anything The Cure' had done
|

previously. Witness the passionate emotion i

of the opening song 'The Kiss'. Nearly four

minutes of some of the most soul-grabbing |

guitar work before you're hit with the lyrics
i

'Kiss me. .Your tongue is like poison.. I never
|

wanted any of this. 'I wish you were dead.! i

Ah, such anguish; so erotic. Oh Rob, any- |

thing you say. Then do as the man tells you

and writhe to the seductive music of 'The
i

Snakepit'. Even with the almost uplifting
music of Why Can't I Be You these boys are

full-on
—

no one knows obsession like he

Cure. Whether in torment or in bliss, The

Cure has never been one to do anything
without fervour. And you're never closer to

the passion of The Cure than with the mu

sic of Kiss Me Kiss Me Kiss Me.

— Kate Jones

I less than bikinis r o ck m a*ii I o
VjB;r/s'd,r
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[?]
The Hitch-Hiker's Guide

to the Galaxy

What
a brilliant concept pulled off with

mind-bending genius — at least it

seemed to be in grade six. It's hard to ex

plain this book properly (and attempting to

cover the 'trilogy' will be even harder). How

ever, vaguely, this is it: Ford Prefect, an al

ien stranded on earth, tells Arthur Dent that

the Earth is about to be demolished to make

way. for an interplanetary highway. Together ..

?they hitch, a ride on the forces of destruc

tion, a Vogon fleet;, with an electronic thumb,'

but are caught by the Vogons who throw

them into space where the Heart of- Gold, a

ship with an improbability drive, recently
stolen .by Zaphod Beeblebrox — president

of the universe, and two-headed hip dude
—

accidentally picks them up in the stolen

. ship because the odds of being rescued in

?space are so miserably low. They then go

on to find out that the meaning of life' the

universe and everything is 42. They also

have many adventures and meet Marvin the

dysfunctional robot and Slarty Bartfast.

Eventually, after many twists and arthritis

inducing turns, and many dry jokes in the

same biological vein, the stories end fairly

happily. .

That's a rather vague run-down of the.

(above) This book contains the

meaning of life.

story as it has happened, though sequels will

probably be forthcoming as Adams continu

ally says he won't write another and

promptly does. He's not on the same level

as Terry Pratchett however, who writes an

Adams clone biannually, and probably does

as good and as English a job each time.

The problem with Adams is that essen

tially he's a fat boring lush who's very Eng
lish in a slightly amusing post-WWI foppish

sort of manner.: Lacking the insight of Evelyn

Waugh, he relies solely on formulaic gags

and the popularity of science fiction farce

— though he probably did invent this ? sub

, genre of dubious' merit. :He .deserves a pat

on the back for his absurd plots but unfor

tunately for him, Adams will have to sur

vive in the same comfy box of history that

contains such cultural monstrosities as un

dergraduate Klingon, Communications and

Cancer Literature.

He's talented in a complacent noncon

frontational fashion though, and I had tons

of fun reading and rereading his novels when

. I was little. I once loved Adams' books, so

in turning against him I turn against a part

of myself which is saddening, but then again,

grade six me probably wasn't a person I'd

rush to embrace.
'

-
— Julian Henderson

[?]
The Lost Boys I

Before
Tom Cruise corrupted Brad Pitt in

the infamous 'Interview'; before

Tarantino went a little psycho with 'From

Dusk till Dawn'; Kiefer Sutherland went

after Jason Patric with only the Frog Broth

ers to stop him. The Lost Boys fits most of

the criteria for; the classic 80's movie (as

defined in the last edition); made in 1987 it

stars not one, but two Coreys. A definitive

Joel Schumacher directed master piece, The

Lost Boys streams with blood, dead animals

and boys running around screaming. I was

most disappointed to find the video in the

Comedy section, if you take this film seri

ously, as a thriller, it's just much better, es

pecially with lines like 'Kill your brother,

you'll feel better', and 'You're a vampire
Mike. Just wait till Mom finds out'. A story

(above) With Kiefer and both Coreys, The Lost I

Boys was destined to become a classic I

revolving around many a gorgeous long
haired 80's spunk, and of course Noonook,
The Lost Boys found a starring role in many

late night video parties. With finesselack

ing special effects it is the. soundtrack that

really makes this movie a masterpiece. (Hey
it couldn't have been the acting

— the older

guys brooded, the younger guys screamed,
the women were unbelievably cliched 'we're

still friends aren't we?', it was left to Gramps
and his stuffed owl to give the film some

acting credibility.) In 1987 you could only

:get the soundtrack on record or cassette, but

what a soundtrack it is. Featuring Jimmy
Barnes, 1NXS and other pinnacles of the 80s

rock era whom you've probably never heard

of, the music wanted you to dance and party

as the vampire suffered cruelly due to 'Death

by Stereo' and cry when Kiefer's evil look

found angelic beauty in death; .'Cry little

Sister, thou shall not fall', and who could
?

forget that saxophonist on the. boardwalk;

; those hips, that chest, that hain The Lost

Boys didn't want to make you feel good, they

wanted you to have a good time; and, hey,
if you had to eat your brother to vdo that,

^.then go ahead.
— Roslyn Dundas
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by Brendan Shanahan

Happy to be Harvey
In a national survey, people were once asked what they associated

with Canberra; Channel Nine's political correspondent Peter Harvey

came second after New Parliament House. Peter has since moved to

Sydney, but he has yet to lose his status as a Canberra icon. We

wanted to know more about the walking War Memorial, so we quizzed

him on what it's like to be the personification of televised Australian

politics, and also one of the longest standing members of the

Canberra Press Gallery.

Do you find it strange that you became a

Canberra icon?

It was simply because I stayed there for

25 years.

Was it true that you were the youngest

journalist to ever win a Walkley award —

at age nineteen? What was the story about?

Yes, it was back in 1963, and' it was for a

police rounds story about the murder of

some gangsters.

You covered Vietnam and the New York

race riots. What was it like to be covering
60s historical icons like those?

Well at the time, you really don't think too

much about them, they're simply part of a

job that you do for day-to-day journalism.

You really shouldn't think that the things

you're doing become part of history until

they are.

Was it technically difficult trying to get in

dllll LUVCI V icllldllli

Oh no. Vietnam was an ex

tremely easy war to cover. It was

a war that the Americans

wanted covered and the Austral

ians wanted covered, there was

. lots of oppurtunities for corre

spondents.

You've worked under several

different PMs. Who were the

ones you liked? Who were the

ones who gave you good sto

ries and who ignored you?
Oh well, the very best stories were Malcom

Fraser and Gough Whitlam. What happened
on November 11, '75 was just extraordinary.

Bob Hawke was the most colourful, though.

Did you like them personally, or did you

simply rate them by the stories they were

giving you?

Well, I certainly didn't dislike any of them.

Someone told me you saw Bob Hawke na

ked once. Is that true?

Yes, three times. .

Where?

That's far enough. Those stories are a bit

special.

Do you regret leaving Canberra?

No.

Do you see a heirachy of journalism —

are political stories, for instance, more im

portant than news stories?

The stories that matter the most are the sto

ries that matter to the most people.

Do you go into a story thinking 'Unless

this story matters to a majority of Austral

ians then it's not worth doing.'?

I think that I would say 'Is this story rel

evant to a majority of the audience?' and

the answer then is yes or no.

So whether the audience perceives it as

being relevant to them or not, you'd have

to make a judgement about the degree to

which this will affect them?

Yes, in short terms.

Do you worry about having your work ed

ited in a way you didn't like?

No, because you do tend have control.

Do you ever worry that television is per

ceived as being either more or less impor

tant, less intellectual or —

By whom?

Well obviously the general

public turn to television—

You could turn it around and

say that ninety percent of

people get their news from

TV and the rest get it from

newspapers.

Do you worry that TV jour
nalism is viewed as being
full of flippant shaggy dog

stories?

No.

Do you ever see it happening?
Yes I guess about as often as I do with news

papers.
?

Has there beeen a time when you've taken

exception to something like that?

More often in papers than on TV. I've found

over the years that there is more discipline

and demand required on TV than there ever

was on a paper.

In what sense?

Accuracy, preciseness, usage of the language.

Is this because in television so many, more

people are going to be seeing your stories?

No it's much simpler really, it's because the

audience only have one chance. They get it

once or its lost, but with newspapers they

can go back and read it again.

You must worry that your one chance has

to be accurate.

Worry's not the word. You're concerned that

it's right.

Have you got anything that you really want

to say about your philosphy for being a

really good TV journalist?

Essentially I think that it's the same for any

journalist.

But you've told me that the two aren't the

same. Television and paper aren't the same

so surely there's some difference?

I haven't said that, I've said that the appli
cation- of the medium differs but the jour
nalist themselves remains the same.

Do you think that the medium can domi

nate the content? Television simply be

comes enough on its own. The pictures,

and the very fact that television and per

sonality become intertwined, mean that

people will believe things on television

without the same justifications that other

media may have to go through?
In simple terms yes, I think I agree with you.

So you agree that this can become a prob
lem, but is it more a problem for the viewer

or for the journalist?

Well in the first place for the journalist.

For their sense of ethics?

Yes it becomes a very difficult question for

the journalist. I mean he has to sit down

and sort it out and make sure that it's right.

That can become a real problem.
Do you worry that your face and your on

air personality is used to make-over a story

that might otherwise have little interest

or substance? For instance, if you're as

signed a story, whether or not that story

is newsworthy or not, it may become im

portant to people simply because you're

the person who's saying it?

No I don't, that judgement has to be in the

eyes of others. It's not something that oc

curs to me in the course of a story. I mean it

may to a Richard Carlton or one of those

other people, but not to me.

Do you think that the Canberra Press Gal

lery is too sheltered?

I don't think that it's sheltered at all, but

one of the things that I have found over the

last couple of months is that they're much

more exposed to an environment that the

rest of the country pays no attention to.

Don't you think that it does get ridicu

lously incestuous here after a while?

No,T think that- the Gallery in Canberra is

absolutely representative of what it's doing,

you mustn't lose sight of that.

Do you think that there's a danger of jour
nalism becoming a glamour profession?

No i' wouldn't have thought so. I doubt it.

We're there basically to inform people, that's

our job, it really is. We can be through a

glass darkly, and our prism can be skew but

essentially our job is to inform. We're there

to make sure that the majority of the people

have some idea of what the hell is going on

and we must never lose sight of the fact that

we're a conduit for information.

(above) Peter Harvey in Caan-braaa

'Is it true

that you
once saw

Bob Hawke

naked?'
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if there was a pro.bl
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Toilets moonlight as lonely hearts' clubs
I

was alarmed yesterday when I went in to the toilets

in the Uni bar area, not because of the foul stench, or

because of the rotting nuggets of soap we are forced to

use,- but because of a little piece of graffiti
I read that

nearly broke my heart in two.

I quote,
'

Help, it hurts to be alone!'

Someonehad replied in similar scrawl to this cry for

help by saying 'get a life then!
'

I don't know about you
u,,4- T' J ?

i.u :
~ ? ?

i
?

?

? ~ ?
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them in counseling.

The toilet cubicle wall is often an emotional billboard

of passions, opinions and crap. This strange phenom
enon fascinates. me. One can spend much time visiting

toilets
-

to see: if -anyone has replied to a piece of their

right wing ranting, or has offered a pearl of wisdom about

a perplexing problem similar to that above.

My favourite aspect of toilet graffiti is the 'loo' pen

friend. It's like checking for e:mail in a way. You're near

the toilet, you think '. . .might just pop in to see if they've

written back yet !

'

and then it becomes an addiction,

you're calling in to this toilet every couple of days, hop

ing that today you might have word from your mysteri

ous pen-pal.

If you're wondering how to log on to this exclusive

network of the information superhighway, the way to go
about it is quite simple. Cruise by a few of the toilets,

read the contents, find a little gem that inspires you in

some way and write something incredibly provocative

beside it. In a couple of days the primary author will

return to the scene of their crime, witness your adden

dum and be compelled to write back. ( A sure fire way

of getting a reply is to search for religious literature.! Some

thing like 'God is All' I can really sink my teeth into.)

However the thing I find so sad these days is tlje out

pouring of lonely hearts. In cubicle after cubicl4 I am

beginning to read things like 'I'm 21 and a virgin! What's

wrong with me?', 'Where are all the men on this cam

pus?', and the truly tragic 'I want to go home!'

University
can be a cruel environment to find your

self immersed in, especially if you've come from

another city and left all your friends behind. I think the

ANU can be especially alienating for the new comer.

Canberra is not a big place (if you haven't already no

ticed), and ANU seems to be a big concentration of all

the local schools, especially the local private schools.

The majority of students come ready equipped with

friends, boyfriends and girlfriends, self esteem, a large

support network, fob chains, a knowledge of local bus

routes, and parents who work in the public service who

can provide many office supplies and 'free photocopy

ing. Therefore, there is no inclination to meet new peo

ple and welcome them into the bosom of their clique.

Breathe easy, there is hope. I feel a strategy brewing
and it can all be put into motion by the use of the toilet

cubicle hotlines. I urge all you lonely hearts out there to

keep on writing, get to know one another, swap opin
ions, tell secrets, and then maybe, just maybe, .suggest a

meeting. This could be the start of the most open rela

tionship you've ever had. I mean, who lies when they're

on their own and in a place where no one will trace the

source of information back to them?

So on your next visit, open your heart and mind as

well as your bowels, and give a compassionate intelli

gent answer to the plea of the lonely.

—Felicity P. Mullens

classifieds -

Accommodation information on

the World Wide Web: the ANU

Housing Information Office

maintains a list of accommodation

wanted and available on the WWW:

http://www.anu.edu.au/admin/ .

hpusing/accom.html /

ANU Touch Football; Eastern

Conferences Games (Bathurst 8

11 July )
Womens, mens and mixed

;

,

squads. Sign up at the touch

noticeboard (Sports Union) by

Friday 11th April. Training 5:30- :

700pm South Oval (Behind Law

School). All Welcome.

For Sale: Ford Escort 1977 sedan,

v. good condition, auto, new tyre,

well serviced, low km, $1800 ono.

Call Debesh on: 289 6273 (w) or

242 8640 (h).

I

For sale: VW 1967 Beetle $2700,

12 months reg. all new tyres,

clutch and reconditioned 1500

engine. Resprayed. Phone Keith,

Deptartment of Engineering ext

5433 or 295 1113 (h)

For sale: Subaru 1984 4WD

Touring wagon, Bull Bar, Rego Jan

98, new tyres, $5000. Call Alex:

069 473 3351
(h) or 069 47 3911

(mobile).
?

?Wanted: trailed masseuse for ;

regular work in the Woroni office;

Must be willing to work for free.

Call 248 7127 ASAP.

All Nations Church invites you to

the Sunday Worship 'Service:

10.30am at 6 Wallen Place,

McKellar. Transport on request, call

Vicki/Ren 257 3593 or Sergei 249

5982.

For sale: Kingswood HQ Sedan

1974 manual. Reg. 5/97. Runs

well, $800 ono. Call Luke or Kate

257 8868.

Internet volunteers wanted:

Journalists, teachers, researchers,

web designers, data entry

o perato rs, etc. Gai n va lua b le ski lis

and experience through Canberra

Volunteer Community Internet

Service. Call Internet Business

Association on 287 1115 or 248

9447

Housesitter available: mid

march. Mind your- house, pets,

pool, garden. Excellent references,

mature self-employed man. Call

Richard on 230 1391.

2 housemates wanted: for

fabulous 4 bedroom home in

Braddon. 3 Loungerooms, a deck,

dishwasher and other sexy stuff.

Call James or Emily imediately on

295 0246.

For Sale: Mazda 323 Sedan 1981.

Cream. Very good condition, rego

until 1/98, just passed last week.

Call Katharina at 247 1126
(h)

or

249 4193 (w).

Accommodation Wanted: PhD

scholar seeks unfurnished 2-3 br

accommodation within walking

distance of ANU for around $200/

week. Must have an enclosed yard

for a dog. Call Derek Elias on 0419

819 163.

Accommodation Wanted: .

Academic couple seeks 1 or 2 br

accommodation within walking

distance to ANU. Call ANU Political

?Science Dept. on 249 2134 — ask
'

for Louise or Crystal; or email

iouise@coombs.anu.edu.au

Accommodation wanted: Turner,

O'Connor, Lyneham, Reid. Fully

furnished share accommodation

(or house-sit) for recent business

masters. Minimum 2 months, max

6 months. Laidback Kiwi, non

smoker, fit 40+, house considerate.

Phone Ken on 279 4513 or 015

181 677.

For Rent: 3 br unfurnished house

in Campbell with front balcony,

enclosed garden & single carport.

Close to schools & shops. $220 per

week. Call 251 1477.

For Rent: Partly furnished 2 br

ground floor unit in Curtin. $115

per week. Call 293 1312.

For Rent: 3 br solid brick home in

Lyneham. Larger than average

rooms, slow combustion stove in

kitchen. Garage & enclosed dbl

carport. $220 per week. Phone 251

1477.

Wanted: Old magazines

(especially pre-1992). We want

Dollys, Whos; Times, Cleos, Smash

Hits, anything. Drop them into the

Woroni office (in the Students'

Association, above the unibar).

Please.

j

;lf you would like to
j

j ; place a free

j\
classified in Woroni,

call Matt on 248
|

|

7127, or drop your
\

j
ad into the Woroni

|

office (limit of 30
j

p^ords;per

ad),:

Next issue:

If you don't recognise the name name Susan Olsen, or the face
5

pictured, left, it is probably because she was the only member

Je \*of the original cast not to appear the reunion episode of The
1

Brady Bunch . Yes, next issue we discover just what happened to

[i Cindy Brady, as Susan discusses the rumours surrounding her

^ disappearance and reveals the details of her drug habit, how

she escaped from a bizarre religious cult, her abduction by
'?h , aliens and most imporantly, just what the hell she's doing to

;

\ that baby.

Miss it and miss out.

m yo, I'M solve it* check out the hook while my DJ revolves it «
i c e ice b a b y v a n i II a
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